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CHAPTER - I 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of negative1 expression is so common in our day 

to day speech events that we hardly take note of the 

complexity it involves. Such expressions are used not only to 

deny the fact but also to emphasize the assertion. The 

difficulty in studying the phenomenon of negation in 

languages are compounded by the variety of forms it takes 

( cf. 2 . 4. 1) . 

Of the various linguistic elements which are used to 

effect negation in a sentence, affixes are quite important 

ones. A negative affix-prefix, suffix or infix, which is 

inherently negative in meaning, negates the thing or idea 

signified by its base-word. Affixation especially the 

derivation one is used as a device to negate the sentence, 

either in part or in entirety, in most of the languages of 

the worl::i. Here, in this dissertation I undertake to study 

affixial negatives of Hindi and Urdu. Since, very often, the 

attaching of an affix to the base word leads to some 

1. 'Negative 1 should not be taken in its narrow sense of 
negative vs affirmative sentence in which only sentencial 
negation (2.4.1) is taken into consideration. Here 
'negative 1 is used in its broadest sense which can be 
taken at any level. 
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morphophonemic changes it constitutes an important part of 

this study. 

Hindi and Urdu, for this dissertation are not 

considered two separate languages, nor are they in reality if 

we go by the formal criteria of language differentiation. 

Moreover, all the negative affixes, which are used in Urdu 

are also used in Hindi, and vice-versa, though frequency of 

occurrence of one affix may be more in one language and less 

in another. Hence, in the title we have used the term 

'Hindi-Urdu' and not Hindi and Urdu. 

The dissertation is an attempt to study the morphology 

of negation in Hindi-Urdu and descirbe them in formal terms 

with the help of modern phonological theories especially that 

of Binary Distinctive Features. By analysing the process of 

derivation involving the negative affixes, it is endeavoured 

to show that quite a few negative affixes and their morphemic 

variants are phonologically conditioned. Apart from this 

various constraints semantic, lexical etc. on the 

occurrence of a particular negative affix is also examined. 

In fact, proper study of Hindi morphology in the light 

of modern linguistic theories is almost non-existent. There 

is no book or monograph dealing exclusively with negative 

affixes and their process of derivation. The books on Hindi 
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grammer don't do anything more than listing the prefixes 

together at one place and suffixes at another (K. P. Guru 

1962, V.N. Prasad 1982, Sharma 1958, Agrawal 1994). So, 

again, negative affixes don't get separate treatment, though 

one can understand their problem of space and 

non-availability of any research on this subject. If Tej K. 

Bhatia's (1977) concern is basically syntax and not 

morphology, then M~ari oh~!~~s Aspects of Hindi Phonology 

(1983) ignores the negative affixes and concentrates on 

syllabic structure and consonant clusters etc. And equally 

disappointing is the condition of books on Urdu grammar 

(M.A. K: Beg 1988) . In absence of any good reference work on 

the morphological aspect of negation in Hindi-Urdu, it is my 

small effort to do a bit in this direction. 

Since the notion of negation has come into linguistics 

from philosophy, there has been good debate on it both in 

philosophy and linguistics. Chapter 2 deals with the 
,, 

theoretical aspect of 'negation' . Beginning from the 

Buddhists' theory of apohavada (2.1), it reviews the debate 

and studies on the subject down to present day. Apart from 

the treatment of negation in philosophy (2.2.1), it discusses· 

Klima's study of 'Negation in English' (2. 3. 2) and Payne's 

typology of negation ( 2. 4) . In the Payne's extensive 

typology, the place of derivational negation is located in 
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(2.4.1.2). The relation between negation and antonymy is 

discussed in (2.5). 

Chapter 3 is devoted to identifying the negative 

affixes (3.1), and their semantics (3.3). Lexical constraints 

(3.6) and the role of Native and Non-native elements (3.7) is 

also discussed. And chapter 4 is basically devoted to the 

phonological processes that take place due to affixation. 

Methodology 

The success of any research work depends, to a great 

extent, upon the methodology adopted for it. 

Since my purpose in this dissertation is to study how 

negative affixes form new words and what are the 

morphophonemic changes involved in it, I made use of the 

standard Hindi dictionaries like R.C. Verma's 

Kosh (1962) to collect words with negative affixes - prefixes 

or suffixes. Besides, some books on Hindi and Urdu grammar 

like Vajpayee (1957), K. P. Guru (1962), V.N. Prasad (1982), 

A. ,Sharma (1958), M.A.K. Bag (1988), Hasnain (1985) were also 

consulted. Thus, once data collected with the help of 

dictionary and grammar books, they were analysed to determine 

the various constraints and phonological conditioning of the 

negative morphemes. Apart from this since I, myself am a 

native speaker of Hindi, I also used my own intution of the 

language to reach the conclusion. 
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CHAPTER - II 

NEGATION THEORETICAL DISCUSSIONS 

2.0 The nature of linguistic denotation has been an 

issue of protracted philosophical debate in our own Indian 

intellectual tradition as well as in the Western 

philosophical and linguistic thinking. However, there was 

qualitative difference in the nature of questions debated in 

the West and in India. For the Westerners, until the 

twentieth, century the linguistic denotation was undoubtedly 

positive. What was matter of debate for them was whether the 

relationship between 'words and meaning was 'natural' or 

'arbitrary' ? Plato in his crytylus opened that 'words are 

somehow tied by nature to the things they refer to' (Crystal, 

D. 1971 164). In the beginning of the ·20th century, 

Saussure saw the question of linguistic denotation in a new 

light when he developed the concept of linguistic sign. 

Dwelling upon the nature of sign he emphasised notion of 

difference (Kunjuni Raja 1963). For him, linguistic sign was 

the relationship between word (acoustic image or signifiant) 

and the concept of thing signified (signifi~) . 

Unlike the Western pre-occupations, the concern of 
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grammarians and philosophers in India has been much wider. 

Though they very much took interest in the question of 

~arbitrariness' and ~naturalness', the question they devoted 

more energy to was what is real nature of linguistic 

denotation ? Is denotation positive or it is negative? The 

~grarnmarians• 1 and the Buddhists debated this issue for over 

thousand years, both the groups strongly sticking to their 

own argument. 

The Buddhist, argued for the negative nature of 

denotation or to be precise, negative signification and.their 

theory is called ~Apohavada.. According to the Apohavadins 

The linguistic denotation is neither direct nor positive; it 

is through the process of exclusion and elimination, and 

hence negative in nature. The word cow refers to cow not 

directly, but by negating all which are not cow. 

cow --> not (not cow} 

Similarly the word ~man' will negate all things in the 

1. ~Grammarianr;' (Vaiyakarai?-a} in our tradition has specific 
meaning. It refers to the Brahmins or Hindu scholars 
adhearing to the Paninian school. Technically, 
vaiyakarana" / ~ doesn It refer to the Buddhists and Jain 
grammarians ...... tin'less a specific adjective to this effect is 
used. 
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world which are not man. So the idea of difference is quite 

important in this. To identify cow one must know how it is 

different from those which are not cow. 2 This is why 

exclusive of non-cow is essential for denoting the ~cow'. 

But a close look at this Apohava~ debate will reveal that 

this is the theory which is more about cognition. Cognition 

of a thing, that is, identification of a thing always takes 

-

into account the difference, cognition of ~cow' will take 

place only through negating the non-cows. The fact that 

negation indicates the process of cognition is supported by 

certain linguistic representation in which reference to one 

is made through negating or excluding the other. For 

instance, imagine there are three boys 1n the room A, B, C. 

we can refer to A by negating B and C, since room itself 

constitutes the universe of significance 

Not B + Not - C --> A 

Not (B + C) 

Similarly, ~All except A will go to market' will mean B 

and C will go to market' though we have not used the word B 

2. Spinoza 1632-77) has similar things to say, ~Finite 
things are defined by their boundaries, physical or 
logical, that is to say, by what they are not; all 
determination is negation'. quoted in Russel 1961 : 554. 
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and C directly in the sentence. 

Thus, negation is an important aspect of our 

understanding and thought process. This is why all languages 

of the world have certain mechanism of negation. The 

universality of its occurrence also supports our assumption 

of negation as a process of cognition. 

2.2 Defining Negation 

Till now, we have not tried to define the term 

~negation' and have been depending on the general meaning of 

it. Let's see how the term has been defined in Philosophy 

and linguistics and also how has it been approached by the 

linguists in studying its implications in language. 

Etymologically the term ~negation' has its origin in 

Latin word, ~nego' meaning ~to deny' and the word has 

undergone certain semantic change over the years. The term 

has been widely used in Logic and Philosophy, and it is from 

Philosophy that the term ~negation' has been derived into 

Linguistics. So it is not surprising that the use of the 

term ~negation' in linguistics is highly influenced by its 

use in philosophy and Logic {Lyons 

Quine 1970) . Hence any discussion or 

without its reference to philosophy will 

8 
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2.2.1 Negation in Philosophy 

Philosophers, from the very Socratic period, have been 

pre-occupied with the nature and definition of proposition, 

which, it is generally held is a sentence/assertion which has 

truth value, that is, it is either 'true' or 'false' (Lyons 

1981 : 128) . It is, may be, due to the centrality of the 

place of proposition in the subject matter of philosophy that 

'negation' was studied only in terms of proposition. 

Negation, in propositional logic, is-defined as follows 

'when a proposition p is true, then its negation - p is 

false; and when p is false then its negation - p is true' 

(Lyons 1981 : 129). According to Katz (197~), conceptions of 

negation as developed by Philosophers and Logicians are asked 

to meet only the condition 1that negations of true statement 3 

are false and neg~tion of a false statement are true. In 

other words for any pair of determinate propositions which 

are negations of each other, one is true and :the.• other is 

false. 

3. The terms 'statement' and 'proposition' are sometimes used 
interchangeably especially in recent philosophical 
writings. For instance, Frege himself would use 
'statement' in place of 'proposition' in his early 
writings. 
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p = Mohan is alive (True) 

1b p Mohan is not alive (False) 

Contrariwise 

p = Mohan is not dead (True) 

2b - p = Mohan is dead (False) 

Thus, unlike positive indicative sentences which are 

used to assert some proposition, negative sentences are used 

to claim that their corresponding positive sentence is false 

(Kempson, 1977 : 118) . It is also important to write in this 

regard that negative sentences/propositions always pre-

supposes, atleast in the context, its corresponding positive 

proposition. 

2.2.1.1 Negation and Negative Operand 

Negation, in philosophy, is a propositional phenomenon, 

which is believed to have taken place only after the use of 

particle ~not' (in English and its equivalent in other 

4. It must be borne in mind that, in judging the logical 
relation between Mohan is alive and Mohan is not alive, or 
Mohan is not dead and Mohan is dead, it is necessary to 
assume 
i) that the referential presuppositions 

statement are satisfied i.e. there 
appropriate person Mohan. 

of both 
exists an 

ii) the statemen~both refer to the same person, and 

iii) that the predicate is predicable of the subject. 

10 



language), the negative operand, in the proposition (Katz, 

197..1.; 158) . In this way, the negative particle 'not' (the 

negative operand) is the only device which can cause 

prepositional negation. Obviously, this notion of negation, 

which is based on the use of negative operand, does not 

capture its semantics and put more emphasis on its formal 

aspect. 

Frege ( 1952) , therefore, does not appro,ve of any 

taxonomy of propositions which includes like negative and 

affirmative proposition. In fact, he does not feel it even 

desirable to have categories like negative and positive 

proposition as such. In his famous paper on 'Negation' he 

says. 

"For logic at any rate such a distinction [between 
affirmative and negative thought (proposition)] is 
wholly unnecessary; its ground must be sought outside 
logic. I know of no logical principle outside logic. 
I know of no logical principle whose verbal expression 
makes it necessary, or even preferable to use these 
terms. In any science in which it is a question of 
conformity to always the thing that must always be 
asked : What technical expressions are necessary, or 
at least useful, in order to give precise expression 
to the laws of this science? What does not stand this 
test cometh of evil. 

What is more, it is by no means easy to state what 
is negative jud~ent, consider the sentences 'Christ 
is immortal', christ lives forever', chirst is not 
immortal, 'Christ is mortal,' 'Christ does not live 
for .:· .. ever. ' Now which of the thoughts we have here 
is affirmative, and which negative? (p. 125). 

11 



The weakness of 'the negative operand' based notion of 

prepositional negation will become more explicit if we 

examine instances cited more closely. 

3. (a) Christ lives for ever. 

(b) Christ does not live for ever. 

(c) Christ is mortal. 

4. (a) The design of the robot is perfect. 

(b) The design of the robot is not perfect. 

(c) The design of the robot is flawed. 

Now, going by the logical criteria (b) in each case 

would be negation of (a), but semantically, we see that, it 

is not only (b), but (b) and (c) both are negation of (a), 

and contrariwise (a) itself is the negation of (b) and (c). 

This explains Frege's predicament in accepting the 

affirmative and negat-ive proposition. 

J. J. Katz (197~), basically a philosopher but taking 

more interest in linguistic problems under Chomsky's 

influence, sought to resolve this problem in a rather evasive 

manner. Diciding not to go into the controversy, he seems to 

be of the view that though the distinction between 

affirmative and negative proposition is very difficult to 

make but it does not imply the non-existence of affirmative 

12 



and negative sentence. To quote Katz, 

"In excluding the distinction between affirmative 
and negative propositions .... We do not, of course, 
deny the existence of negative sentence. The absence of 
such a distinction among propositions extends the 
distinction between syntax and semantics by exhibiting 
relevant differences between corresponding syntactic 
and semantic objects [Katz 1971 : 157] . 

The above discussion which appear in J. J. Katz's 

Semantic Theory { 1972) , is clearly an attempt to see the 

problems of negation in linguistics from the perspective of 

linguistics, leaving the philosophic dimension of the problem 

on philosophers to decide. One of the reasons which might 

have compelled Katz to see the problem from linguistic point of 

view, is, perhaps, the fact that objects of study in 

linguistics in rather concrete, in comparison with that of 

philosophy and also the fact that there exist a number of 

ways in which a language encodes the negation, and this 

encoding is not at all uniform across the languages {Payne, 

J. R. 1985) . Therefore, it is important that the study of 

negation take a break from philosophy and fortunately the 

recent studies of the subject are heading in right direction 

[Klima, 1964 Payne, 1985, Cruse, 1976]. 

13 



2.2.2. Definition of Negation in Linguistics 

So it should not surprise on·e that very often, the 

definition of negation in standard text on linguistics does 

not mention the term ~proposition' at all. For instance, 

negation in David Crystal's Dictionary of Linguistics and 

Phonetics, the term ~proposition' is conspicuous by its 

absence. 

The Crystal's Dictionary defines negation as "a process 

or construction in grammatical and semantic analysis which 

typically expresses the contradiction of some or all of a 

sentence's meaning (crystal 1991 :231). 

In this definition of negation the following two things 

are important to note. 

(1) that it is not only process or operation, as in 

the case of previous philosophical definition of negation, 

but also a construction. And, the inclusion of the term 

~construction' suggests that the same operation of negative 

can be realized or encoded through a number of different 

syntactic and morphological construction. It certainly seeks 

to break the fence of ~negative operand' in philosophy. 

( ii) That it expresses the contradiction of some or 

all of a ~sentence's meaning' is very important, but what is 

14 



more important and of greater significance is the fact that 

it takes into account the 'scope of negation' as well, which 

has been very fertile area for recent researches on negation 

(Langacker 1991) . Besides, the definition also accounts for 

what Klima (1964) calls Sentential and constituent 

negation. 

2.3 Study of Negation in Linguistics Its Typology 

The study of negation by the linguists has been highly 

influenced by the main trends of research of the age. It 

becomes abundantly clearly if we review the research work 

done before and after chomskyan revolution. 5 

The research works which were done in the Pre-chomsky 

era or in the early phase of it but not in its influence, 

were generally non-syntactic in nature. For in the earlier 

period a great importance was attached to morphology in the 

study of language. It is only after the publication of 

Syntactic Structure ( 1957) that syntax became the main 

5. Though Chomsky's monograph 'Syntactic Structure' appeared 
in 1957 it took sometime to stimulate the researchers to 
work in this field. Besides, Chomsky himself took time to 
shape his theory to account for language structure from 
phonology to semantics. This is why we see two works 
Klima (1964), Zimmer (1964) appearing in the same year but 
one influenced by generative model while the other keeping 
with the Pre- Chomskyan trend. 
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concern for linguists and for some syntax was almost 

synonymous with linguistics. 6 

Otto Jesperson (1917) presents a good survey of 

phenomenon of negation in many languages including English. 

He discusses Syntax (1961) and Morphology (1961) of negation 

in English in his monumental 'A Modern English Grammer'. On 

Historical Principles Part V and VI, respectively, which, as 

the very title of the book suggests, is diachronic in 

approach. Jesperson also indicates towards the 

inapplicability of philosophers definition ·of negation in 

linguistics, when he defines negation in terms of 

contradiction, but with some very important qualifications 

(Jesperson 19~0 ~~~:456) K. Zimmer (1964) in monograph 

discusses affixial negation at length, and present a good 

analysis of its productivity and constraint on it. Frank 

Palmer in his study of English Auxiliary verb uses it as one 

of the criteria for identifying auxiliary verb (Palmer'1964 : 

21). 

The coming of Chomsky on the scene changed the course 

of study of negation in Linguistics. For it stimulated the 

6. Especially for the radical followers of Chomsky. 
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study not only in its own approach but also in other 

approaches to language which were, in fact, developed in a 

reaction to chomskyan's. For instance typological, cognitive, 

discoursal etc. 

Typological studies of negation has been aimed at 

exploring the rich variety of forms which negation can take 

in variety of languages, with a view to arriving at some 

universal features, typologizing the ways in which the· 

phenomenon of negation is realized in the languages of 'the 

world, and, if possible, classifying languages along the 

type(s) of negbtion they permit. John R. Payne's article on 

~Neg'Qtion' ( 1985) can be considered as the representative 

study within the typological framework. 

Cognitivists like Langacker (1991) have tried to see 

negation at much deeper level. For them , ~the problem is 

how to describe the meaning of not or of negation (NEG) more 

generally. They hold that negation is always dependent. 

To quote Langaeker-

"Though it (NEG) is sometimes regarded as semantic 
primitive, I believe that NEG in fact has 
conceptual import that can be analyzed and 
characterized with reference to other notions .... 
Givon (1979) has established that negation is the 
marked member of the positive/negative opposition 
- we are primarily concerned with what is, and we 
say that something is not only in response to some 
evocation of the positive situation. In the 
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terminology of cognitive 
conceptually dependent, for 
(though schematic) internal 
situation whose existence it 
132) . 

grammar, 
it makes 
reference 
denies." 

NEG is 
salient 
to the 
(1991 

Langacker, also, emphasises the dependence of 

'negation' on its positive or negative counter part by 

illustrating the importance of location in any 

conceptualization. Pointing to the fact that NEG denies 

existence, he say 'existence is always existence in some 

location which suggests the corollary that non-existence is 

always non -existence in some location.' (Langacker, 1991 : 

132) . 

2.3 .1. Klima on Negation 

Klima's paper on 'Negation in English' (1964), which 

was influenced by the generative approach to language, was 

seminal in many ways. First of all, it was the first serious 

, attempt to study the phenomenon of negation in English on 

formal criteria. To account for diversity of forms in which 

negation is realized in English, he differentiatestwo kinds 

of negation, what pe calls (1) sentential negation and (2) 

constituent negation. 

5. (a) John is not happy (sentential Negation) 
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(b) John is unhappy (constituent Negation) 
of the Adjective 

(c) John is non-smoker (constituent Negation) 
of the noun 

I 

Klima 1 s definition of sentential negation is entirely 

formal one. It relies on the convergence of a set of 

diagnostic test specific to English : According to the test, 

sentences with sentential negation are those which permit -

(i) Positive rather than negative tag questions (of the 
type requesting confirmation) . 

(ii) Tags with neither rather than the so associated 
with positive sentences. 

(iii) Continuation with phrases beginning with not even, 
the appositive negative tag. 

To illustrate these testS, let 1 s take the two sentences 

6 (a) and 6 (b) with sentential negation, and see whether/how 

~hey pass the test. 

6 (a) It [doesn 1 t } 
does not 

rain 

(b) Mohanfdidn 1 t ] beat him yesterday 
Ldid not 

Putting these sentences on test, we 

7 (a} It {doesn't]rain, {does it? 

does not and neither 
not even in 

19 

have 

does it snow 
Delhi 



(b) Mohan r didn't l beat him yesterday 

L did notj idid he? 
and neither does Sonan 

not even once 

As is evident, 6{a) and {b) have successfully passed 

the test, but at the same time it is to be noticed the 

inherent ambiguity in the interpretation of sentence 6 {b), 

Mohan didn't beat him yesterday? Obviously, the sentence is 

open to two interpretations, one is the negation of the 

event of beating in toto, and the other one is the negation 

of 'beating yesterday'. This point, which involves the scope 

of negation has been discussed well in (Sgall, Hajicova and 

Benesova 1973 74-103). But the KUma's test of negation 

has been applied in the analysis of many other languages like 

- Dutch, Iraqui Arabic etc. {Payne 1985) . 

2.4 Typology of Negation 

2.4.0 The rich variety of forms in which the phenomenon of 

negation is encoded in languages has been dealt with in the 

excellent paper by Payne {1985). He, in this paper, attempts 

to typolize the various forms of negation. In his typology, 

he keeps in mind the Klima's {1964) distinction of two types 

of negation - {a) Sentential and (b) Constituent negation. 

But what is remarkable about. Payne's attempt is 
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sub-classification of those two types of Klima's. It is 

important to note the Payne doesn't feel happy with Klima's 

terminology of 'constituent negation' and replace it by non 

sentential negation (Payne, 1985 : 240) . 

2.4.1 Payne's classification of Negation 

Let us consider briefly Payne's clarification on 

negation, for it will help us in locating the affixial 

negation properly in the whole panorama of the phenomenon of 

negation which will be subject of .our discussion in the 

following chapters. 

According to J. R. Payne (1985), the whole phenomenon 

of negation i.e. linguistic negation can be divided into two 

broad classes. 

(i) Sentential Negation, and 

(ii) Non-sentential Negation, what Klima calls 
constituent negation. 

Sentential negation refe~s to those sentences which 

pass the three converging diagnostic tests as already 

outlined previously. On the other hand sentences with non-

sentential negation fail the test for sentential negation. 

This is why Payne insist on the term non sentential 

negation, because the very identification 
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upon the sentential negation test. 

Depending upon the types of forms sentences with Setl

tential negation take have been divided into four types : (A) 

Standard negation (B) Negated Quantities 

Negated Quantifiers (D) Negated Adverbials 

Negated Adverbials. 

(c) 

(E) 

Inherently 

Inherently 

A. Standard Negation : By standard negation is meant 

~hat type of negation that can apply to the most minimal and 

basic sentences. Such sentences are characteristically main 

clauses and consist of single predicate with as few NPs and 

Adverbial modifiers as possible. With the trait as a guide 

we can identify standard negation in more complex sentences. 

In English, the most minimal sentences are those involving 

weather predication of 'Zero Valency', but requiring dummy 

subject 'it'. Hindi, being the pro-drop language doesn't 

need any dummy subject. 

B. 

8. (a) It is not raining (Eng.) 

(b) varsa nahl ho rohi hE (Hindi) 

rain NEG be pres. prog. 

(It is not raining). 

Negated Quantifiers : It refers to the quantifiers 

which forms a syntactic phrase with a negative moq)heme as 

opposed to quantifiers which happen to occur within the scope 
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of standard negation. 

9 . Not many boys passed { did they? 
and neither did you 
not even in maths 

We have similar sentences in Hindi also in which 

quantifier forms the phrase with NEG in contrast to one that 

occurs within the scope of Standard negation. 

10. Vo bah~r bahUt KhU~ hok~r n~hi g~ya. 

he outside very happy becoming NEG went. 

(He went out not very happy) . 

11. Ram school bahUt khU~i se na.hi ggya hE. 
Ram very happy with NEG go (Present perfect) 
Ram has gone to school not very happily/cheerfully. 

The semantic function of quantifier negation is now 

quite clear. It serves to differentiate the relative scope 

of quantifier and negation in sentence pair like 1.2 (a) & 

(b) 

12. (a) Not many students passed. 

(b) Many students didn't pass. 

12. (a) Requires the quantifier many to be within the 

scope of negation as opposed to 12 b. This is also true of 

sentence 10 & 11, where the NEG element is seman~ically 

attached to the quantifier adjective 'bahUt•, it is, in both 

cases within the scope of negation. 
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C. Inherently Negative quantifiers : 

Inherently negative quantifiers in English involve the 

morpheme 'no' bound as in nothing, nobody, no-one and none. 

Sentences using these inherently negative quantifier, stand 

the Klima's tests for sentential' negation. It would be 

interesting to see Hindi 'koi nahi, KUch nahi etc. in this 

frame as to how they function in the sentence, since in the 

-case of Hindi 'nahi' is not bound with 'koi' or 'kUch'. But 

we will not go into detail, for our main concern is the 

morphological negation. 

(D) Negated Adverbs 

Like negated quantifiers, negated adverbials can also 

produce the sentential negation. In English negatived 

adverbials are not often, not always not everywhere. We also 

have such adverbials in Hindi like - hame~a nahi, aks~r 

ncmi etc. 

E. Inherently Negative Adverbs 

Inherently negative Adverbs stand in the same 

relationship to the negated adverbs as the inherently 

negative quantifiers do to the negated quantifiers. These 

inherently negative adverbs are of two types (a} complete and 

(b) incomplete negatives. Never, nowhere, neither are 
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complete negative adverbs, where as seldom, rarely, hardly, 

barely, scarcely are incomplete negative adverbs. (Payne, 

1985 : 206) . 

Standard negation, again, is realized in various forms, 

in the languages of the world. According to Payne, there can 

be four types of standard negation depending upon the kind of 

mechanism used for effecting the sentential negation in the 

sentence. The four types are 

A.l 

A.2 

A.3 

Negative Verb 
properties. 

in which NEG shows verb-like 

Negative Particle 
used to negative. 

the invariant NEG morpheme 

Morphological Negation 
the negative morphology 
derivational morphology of 

for morphological negation 
has to be the part of 

the verb. 

In simple cases, negative prefixes and suffixes 
s 

transparently derive from the clitici/ation to the verb of 
A 

previously ind~pendent negative particles. Morphophonemic 

alternation may show that the particle has become part of the 

verb, as with the Persian prefix na - which umlauts to ne -

before syllabus with high front vowel. According to Payne, 

prefixation of this type seems to be more conunon than 

suffixation, possibly owing to a reluctance to attach 

negatives as final suffixes to already inflected verbs. And 

it is striking that most of the English verbs which permit 
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suffixation n't have defected paradigms. 

A.4 Negative nouns : Quite rarely, negative morpheme has 

nominal properties. It is susceptible to grammatical 

markings (inflections) as are nominals. According to Payne, 

the Evenki has such NEG morpheme which behaves like nominals. 

2.4.1.2 Non-sentential or Constituent Negative 

Non-sentential negation refers to the kind of Negation 

in which the sentence fails to pass the three test proposed 

by Klima (1964). According to Payne, non-sentential negation 

can be of two kinds 

(a) Negation in sub-ordinate clauses 

(b) Derivational Negation 

The first type, that is, negation in sub-ordinate 

clauses in non-sentential because of the syntactic form of 

the sentence. 

sentences. 

To illustrate this let's see the following 

13. {a) Ram expects [not to be] rich 

(b) He likes [not being] -poor 

{ * does he? 

{ * does he? 

13. {a) and 13 (b) fail the very first test of 

sentential negation that their corresponding tag question 

must be positive which is indicated by the ungranunaticality 

mark (* asterisk). In many languages the devices which are 
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used for negating the subordinate clauses are different from 

those used in main clauses. For instance in Yoruba, the 

main-clause sentential negative in 'kG', whereas the sub-

ordinate negative in 'rna' (Payme, 1985 : 240). English, as 

shown in ( 13a) and ( 13b) , provides one instance of this, 

since the position of the negative particle 'not' is 

preverbal in infinitival and gerundival clauses, as opposed 

to the post verbal 'not' or (n't) in main or the fully tensed 

clauses. 

Derivational negation, in Payne's typology, is seen 

distinct from Morphological negation. In morphological 

negation, as we have already seen, negative morpheme is 

expected strictly to be the part of derivational morphology 

of the verb. 

By derivational negation is meant the use of negative 

morphemes in the derivation of lexical items. Negative 

affixes are used as an important means of word formation. 

Derivational negative morphemes can create either 

contradictory or contrary terms. Contradictory terms are 

mutually exclusive like 'mortal' and 'immortal' , whereas 

contrary term represent appositive poles along a given 

dimension of meaning and leave room some for other 

possibilities between and beyond them, like, 'intelligent' 
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and 'unintelligent'. With the help of derivational negative 

affixes some converse sense relations also get represented, 

for existence, tie and untie. We will see the derivational 

negatives in a little more detail in the following sections. 

PAYNE'S TYPOLOGY OF NEGATIVE IN SUMMARY 

I. SENTENTIAL NEGATION 

1. Standard Negation 

a. Negative Verbs 

b. Negative Particles 

c. Morphological Negatives 

d. Negative Nouns 

2. Negated quantifiers 

3. Inherent,: ly negated quantifiers 

4. Negated adverbials 

5. Inherently negated adverbals 

II. NON-SENTENTIAL NEGATION 

1. Sub-ordinate clause negation 

2. Derivational negation 

2.5 NEGATION AND ANTONYMY 

Of all the sense relations that are studied in lexical 

semantics, autonomy is most important. Antonymy is a concept 

intUtively understood and readily apprehended by the ordinary 
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speakers of the language. The domain of its use is so 

pervasive that some linguists are of the opinion that a 

language could operate satisfactorily without synonyms but 

could hardly function without antonyms (Green R. J. 1982 :6). 

But the question arises what precisely the relationship 

of antonymy is. On the surface, as synonyms are words close 

in meaning, antonyms are words contrary or maximally opposed 

in meaning. Such notions, however, say anything important 

about the puzzling relationship between antonymy. To quote 

D.A. Cruse, 

"Opposite possess a unique fascination, and 
exhibit properties which may appear paradoxical. 
Take, for instance, the simultaneous closeness and 
distance from one another, of opposites.' (Cruse 
1986 : 197) 0 

In fact, the meanings ofApair of opposites i.e. 

antonyms are felt intuitively to be separated. The 

closeness of antonyms, on the other hand, manifests, for 

instance, in the fact that the members of a pair have almost 

identical distributions, that is to say, very similar 

possibilities of normal and abnormal occurrence. It is, 

points out Cruse, also reflected in the frequency of speech 

errors in which the intended word is substituted by its 
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opposite. 

The paradoxical nature of antonymic relations can be 

explained away in the componential analysis approach to 

semantics. In this approach a word is considered to be 

nothing but a bundle of semantic primitives i.e. semes. And 

two words in antonymic relation are expected to share all 

the semes but one, which result in antonymy. Thus the world 

'boy' [ + humanr 1 
·~ 

[-adult] [+male} and 'girl' [+human;] 

[-adult} [-male] share two semantic features [+human,;] 

[-adult] but differ in the third one. The word 'boy' and 

'woman' can not be antonymous because they differ in atleast 

two features 

QQy girl woman 

+ human~~( + human;'. + human 

- adult - adult - adult 

+ male - male - male 

,Thus, the paradox of simultaneous difference and 

similarity is partly resolved by the fact that antonyms 

typically differ along one dimension of meaning, in respect 

of all other features they are identical, hence their 

semantic closeness; along the dimension of difference, they 

occupy opposing poles, hence the feeling of difference. 
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Though, the above discussion of antonymy, looks 

symmetrical, the reality is not quite so. In fact, all the 

antonymic relations are not the same. It is this diverse 

nature of antonymic relation that linguists have tried to 

typologize it, on different bases for the benefit of study. 

The most common and frequently used typology is to classify 

it into three types (a) Complimentary or contradictory (b) 

Contrary and (c) Converse autonymy. 

(a) Complementaries 
or 

contradictions 

(b) Contraries 

(c) Converse 

perfect/ imperfect 
mortal I immortal 
alive I dead 

superior I inferior 
warm I cool 
big I small 
rich /poor 

husband I wife 
taller I shorter 
buy/ sell 
employer/employee 

All the three types mentioned above are antonyms in 

that their senses are so opposed that the members of a pair 

of antonyms are mutually exclusive in their application (to 

be same thing, at the same time, and in the same context). 

'The essence of a pair of complementariness according 

to D.A. Cruse (1986), is that between them they exhaustively 

divide some conceptual domain into two mutually exhaustive 
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compartments, so that what does not fall into one of the 

compartments must necessarily fall into the other. There is 

no 'no-man's land' no neutral ground, no possibility of a 

third term lying between them. 

For instance, true 
dead 

false 
alive 

What is true cannot be false, and what is false can not 

be true. And any thing which has truth value is bound to be 

either true or false. 

A diagramatic representation of of complementariness 

could be shown as under along a live standing for the 

conceptual domain. 

<-----------------------1---------------------------> 

------- true ------> <------- false ------

<-----------------------1----------------------------> 

------- alive -----> <------- dead 

The same can be represented by using a square and 

bisecting it into two parts. Here, the square represents the 

I TrueiFalse I 

entire conceptual domain of the pair of words in 
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complementariness. 

Generally, words 1n Complementary antonymic realtion 

belong either to verbs' or adjectives' class. 

Conrraries, on the other hand, admit of possibilities 

between and beyond them. So the division of conceptual 

domain by a pair of contraries is not exhaustive. In other 

words, they work out regions on their range of significance 

that are incompatible but do not justify cover the whole 

range. For instance 

hot cold 

good bad 

If we were to represent them as regions along a line 

they would be something like the following 

--l---l---------------l------------------1-----l--

'\ 
hot 0 

l' 
cold 

--l---l---------------l------------------l-----1--

" bad 

Dgood orl 
hot 

0 

or 
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Contraries have some important features unique to them, 

which are listed by cruse as follow (Cruse D.A. 1986 : 204). 

( i) they are fully gradable (most are adjectives 

a few are verbs) . 

(ii) members of a pair denote some variable property 

such as length, speed, weight, accuracy etc. 

(iii) when more strongly intensified the members of a 

pair move, as it were, in directions along the 

scale representing degrees of the relevant variable property. 

Thus, very heavy, and very light, for instance, are more 

widely separated on the scale 

and fairly light. 

of weight then fairly heavy 

( i v) The terms of a pair do not strictly bisect a 

domain, there is a range of values of variable property, 

lying between those covered by the opposite terms. As a 

result, a statement containing one member of an antonym pair 

stands in relation of contrariety with the parallel statement 

containing the other term. Thus, It's long' and 'It's short' 

are contrary, not contradictory statements. 

Cruse (1986), again makes subgroups of contraries as 

follows 

(a) Polar Polar contraries are typically evaluative 
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and objectively descriptive. In the majority of cases, the 

underlying scaled property can be measured in conventional 

units such as inches, grams, miles/hr. etc. 

(b) Overlapping contraries They all have an 

evaluation polarity as part of their meaning one term is 

commendatory (e.g. good, pretty, polite, honest etc.) and the 

other deprecatory (e.g. bad, place, plain, rude dishonest). 

(c) Equipollent : They are limited in number, refer to 

distinctly subjective sensations or emotions (e.g. hot, cold, 

happy sad) or evaluation based on subjective reactions 

rather than on 'objective' standards. 

Converse antonymy refers to a sense relation between a 

pair of words whose meaning is interdependent such that one 

member of the pair presupposes the other. Such relationships 

are found especially in the definition of social roles, 

spatial relationships etc. For instance wife 

In this case the meaning of the term 

husband 

'wife' is 

dependent upon 'husband' and, in fact, the term 'wife' 

altogether pr-esupposes the meaning of 'husband' , and the 

reverse also holds in the same fashion. 

Now, if we try to see the antonymic relations in terms 

of the phenomenon of negation, we will see that all types of 

antonymic relations are not the result of 'negation' in true 
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sense of the term. We have already seen the contradictory 

nature of negation; how proposition P and its negation - P 

are contradictory and also negation of - P gives 

- (-P) = P. Here if we take the case of lexical meaning and 

substitute it for proposition, then we see that the 

complementariness presents a good instance of negation,the 

negation of 'dead' would be 'alive' and the negation of 

'alive' would be dead. 

dead 

dead = alive 

(-dead) = - alive = dead 

So the case of complementary antonymy present a perfect 

example of negation. 

But contraries and converse antonymy don't exhibit such 

property due to their some inherent peculiarities. If a pair 

of contrary words fail to exhaust the entire semantic range, 

converse words are characterized by reciprocity. Negative of 

'hot' doesn't necessarily mean 'cold'. It can be anything, 

warm, cool and cold itself etc. Similarly, the fact that Mr. 

X is not an employer doesn't necessarily mean that he is an 

employee. (though it can mean) Thus we see that contrary 

and converse antonymy present a case were the phenomenon of 

negation is not perfectly applicable. 
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CHAPTER - III 

NEGATIVE AFFIXES : IDENTIFICATION AND TYPOLOGY 

The affixation process in Hindi-Urdu1 is quite 

intricate which gives its morphology a distinct form. 

Because of historical factors that have been at work in the 

growth and development of Hindi-Urdu, it has derived lexical 

items from different sources, quite often, along with their 

morphological ideosyncracies. Though, it has assimilated to 

a great extent, the borrowed items to its own character, the 

process does not seem to have yet been complete. 

Though, genetically related to IndC branch of Indo-

European family, Hindi-Urdu has had an important influence of 

Persian, Arabic and Turkish. Of the native languages, 

Dravidian and Tibeto-Burman on~es, have had long interaction 

with it and as a result have influenced its structure. 2 Apart 

from this, the exposure of Hindi-Urdu to the European 

languages particularly English during the last two hundred 

1. The fact that Hindi and Urdu are recognized as two 
different languages is not based on linguistic criteria 
but on completely extra-linguistic considerations. 

2. For detailed discussion on the subject see Abbi ( 1994) , 
Mascica (1976). 
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years, has also contributed to the complexity of its 

morphology. 

As Hindi-Urdu has its root, through Apabhramsha and 

Prakrit, into Sanskrit, and was influenced heavily later by 

Persian and Arabic, the affixes generally belong to Sanskrit, 

Persian and Arabic. But here we are not concerned with all 

the affixes; our discussion will be confined to those affixes 

which are negative in nature. 
bC.fov~ 

But, tiiJ~" going : onto the 

identification of 'negative' affixes, we will discuss quite 

briefly ?" • some basic problems involved in it. 

3.1 IDENTIFICATION OF NEGATIVE AFFIXES 

3.1.1 DERIVATIONAL NEGATIVE AFFIXES : PLACE IN MORPHOLOGY 

Morpheme, the minimal meaningful and a distinct unit of 

grammar (Crystal : 1991 : 223) is usually divided into two 

broad classes free morpheme and bound morpheme. Bound 

morpheme is one which does not occur independently, it is 

always attached to some 6ther morpheme (s}. Bound morpheme 

can be either inflectional or derivational. Derivational 

morpheme is supposed to be class changing, that is, it 

changes the class of the word to which it is attached. For 

instance, 

nation (N) + - al = National (Adj . ) 
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gh-ar (N) + -elu gharelu (Adj . ) 

(house) (household) 

la- + Ilaf (N) = lailaJl (Adj . ) 

(NEG.) Cure (incurable) 

But such narrow notion of derivational morpheme cannot 

hold. Let's see the following distances 

d + dharm (Noun) = adharm (Noun) 

(religion) (against 
religion) 

a + d-att (Adj . ) = addtt (Adj . ) 

(given) (not given) 

d + cal (Adj . ) cal (Adj . ) 

movable immovable 

Francis Katamba ( 1993) adds semantics into the 

definition of derivational morpheme and it, certainly, 

broadens its scope, to accomodate the above mentioned 

negative affi~es into derivational morphemes. According to 

him, a derivational morpheme is ( i) class changing and/ or 

( i i) Meaning changing. It is also held that derivational 

morpheme, unlike inflection which just modifies the word it 

is attached to, it forms a new word out of i~base. Thus, we 

can say that .:_ry_,dharm', '~ and 'datt' are quite different 
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in meaning from ~dharm' , ~cal'. and ~ddtt' respectively. 

Hence, it can be considered derivational morpheme, even 

though, the addition of the negative morpheme 'a-• does not 

result in the change of grammatical class of the words. 

Bound morphemes, whether inflectional or derivational, 

do not have autonomous signifying power. It is only in 

association with other morphems or words that their intrinsic 

signifying value gets manifested. Specially the negative 
\ 

morphemes (affixes), which negate the existence of the thing, 

idea property etc. referred to by the bases they are attached 

to, are dependent because they need something to negate. 

But in comparison with inflexional morphemes, 

derivational ones enjoy certain degree of freedom which make 

them not only capable of forming new words but also 

susceptible to be borrowed by other languages. This is why, 

Hindi has borrowed a number of derivational morphemes from 

Arabic, Persian, and English also but not their inflections, 

e.g. 

be- + ~arm = be~arm 'shamelen' 

na- + kamyab = nakamyab 'unsuccessful' 

la- + Ilaj = lailaj 'incurable' 

etc. 

Apart from this, we often notice that the same word 
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optionally takes one negative affix or another, whereas in 

·the case of inflectional morpheme, we don't have any such 

option. 

e.g. d

ni-

dn-
be-

be-
an-

be-
bila-

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

dar 
dar 

ant 
dnt 

ginat 
gi~t 

kasur 
kasur 

= 
= -fearless' 

= 0> nont 
= be~nt -unlimited' 

begiildt 
anginat -uncountable' = 

= bek~sur I 
= bilak~surl -innocent' 

In the examples given above we can see, the same word 

taking two different negative prefixes without any 

considerable semantic alternation. 

3 .1. 2. LISITING NEGATIVE AFFIXES 

One of the problems in studying the morphological 

aspect of Hindi-Urdu is the lack of or almost non-existence 

of any good research work on this subject based on modern 

linguistic thories. Though untill quite recently morphology 

was a neglected area of linguistics even in the West (Nida 

1949 and Mathews 1974) it is astonishing to find the same in 

India, where the long and uninterrupted tradition of language 
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study has been mainly morphological. Almost all the books on 

grammar of Hindi treat negative affixes with other affixes, 

and their job ends with giving list of affixes along with few 

words containing those affixes. For instance the much 

celebrated Hindi Vyakarana of Pt. Kamta Prasad Guru ( 1962) 

does not provide anything more than a list of prefixes and 

suffixes, and does not give separate treatment to negative 

affixes. Pt. Kishori Das Vajpayee•s Hindi Shabdanushasan, is 

more concerned with syntax and setting standards for Hindi 

grammar, and morphological discussion, therefore does not get 

enough treatment. Similar is the condition of other standard 

grammers like those of Vasudeo Nandan Prasad (1982), Aryendra 

Sharma (1958) and Vijay Agrawal (1994). Interestingly, to 

one's disappointment, Aryendra Sharma discusses the 

affixation in one of the appendices of his 'A Basic Grammar 

of Modern Hindi ' . Even Urdu Grammar of M. A. K. Beg, a 

linguist, is iH no way better in this regard. S. Imtiaz 

Hasnain' s thesis ( 1985) though commendable, yet due to the 

wide scope of his research work, too, could not give adequate 

space to negation. 

After having examined the list of affixes in standard 

texts on grammar of Hindi and Urdu, the following negative 

prefixes and suffixes were identified. Interestingly no 
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infixes of negation were found. 

3.1.2.1 Negative prefixes 

1) a-. 
I dn-

2) nih-; nis-; ni~-;nis-· nir-; & ni-
• J 

3) ni-

4) na-

5) bila-

6) la-

7) na-

8) be-

9) gEr 

10) vi-

In ( 1) and ( 2) more than one affixes have been 

listed. They are, in each cases, in fact, the same morpheme 

which is found in more than one forms depending on their 

environment of occurrence. So they are morphemic variants. 

We will discuss the conditions and environment of their 

occurence in detail in the next chapter (cf. 4.3) when we 

will be discussing their morphophonemics. 

Before going onto the negative suffixes some 

discussions are required about the status of 'bin' and 'bina' 

in Hindi grammar. For almost all standard texts on grammar 

list 'bin' as a prefix whereas 'bina' as preposition (K.P. 
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Guru (1962 : 245) V. N. Prasad (1982 : 78), A. Sharma (1958 : 

183) and Vijay Agrawal (1994 : 157). But, the use of ~bin' 

and ~bina• in day to day speech and literature does 

corroborate such assumptions. 

Usually, ~bin' is attached to participial modifier, and 

is followed by the modified object Noun, 

bin + participial modifier + object N 

e.g. bin + 

bin + 

dekha (hUa) ghdr 
~see • (participle) house 
unseen house• 

pa~hi (hUi) la~ki 
~read' (participle) girls 
~illiterate girl' 

In the same construction, sometimes, the modified 

object is presupposed, and therefore, not mentioned. 

bin + participal modifier + -----

bin by aha (larka ) 
( 

umarried ·.c.'"man" 
.c;,.::;~ 

bin by a hi ( la~ki) I umarried 9 woman 

Such kind of constructions have prompted the 

grammarians to consider ~bin' as prefix, but we have 

instances, where ~bin' occurs after the Noun, and there is no 

participial modifier in between at all. 

N + bin 
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e.g w Shyam bin suni mdthUra 

bin (without) desolate 
M"-~<A"'(I<'t .4n I &-\M.!,Y ~~ '>jtJ"' ....... ' 

~J bin Shyam suni mathUra. 

without desolate 

~Mathur£ is lonely without Shyam' 

0) Ese tarpu mE JEse Jal bin machli 
~like' Y<ntl~ ~I' Iii-<.~ ~water' ~fish' 

9 ~ 4.1.) ~/-l.uVl G./? <J. i4"' l .. ..ri:~ t....n-W-\. 

One can say that these two instances are poetic 

sentences in which word-order is a quite often altered. But 

such argument does not hold here, because even for change in 

word-order to create poetic effects, there are certain 

conditions. A language can not give such a liberty to a poet 

to use a prefix as a suffix. And if such change happens, it 

can be concluded that the item used in two positions - before 

and after the words is not either prefix or suffix. In order 

to occur in both the positions it must be a ~free-form' i.e. 

a free morpheme (word) . 

If ~bin' is attached to the participial modifier, bina 

is attached to participal phrase. 

e. g.l1.Jbina puj a kiye vo office nahi j ayega. 

Without worship done he office NEG go (future) 

~Without having worshipped he will not go to the 
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office' . 

Here it is important to caution that the word 'puja' 

should not be considered as Noun, it is alongwith 'kiye and 

both together present the participal form of the verb 'pyjQ 

karna'. To illustrate this one can have another example 

vo bina khaye dukan se nahi jata. 

he without 'eaten' stall from neg. go 

1
He does leave the stall without eating.' 

Despite the differences in use and occurence of Q1ng 

and 'bin', it remains a fact that both are historically and 

morphologically related, and so in certain cases their 

occurrence in the identical environment, i.e. 

bina N ke (genitive) 

bin N ke (genitive) 

e.g. 1. (a) bina pani ke jina s~mdbh~~~hihE 

without water (gen) live possible aux (Pres.) 

'It is not possible to live without water.' 

(b) bin pani ke jina samahav nahi hE 

without water gen. to live possible not aux 

,. 9\ ..is "'l'")a+ passi..b\Q. -+o li11e withe-...+ wca-kT. (Pres·) 

but 

2. (a) pani ke bina jina sambh~v hE 

(b) *pani ke bin jina sdmbhav hE 
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(c) pani bin jina sambhov hE 

'It is possible to live without water'. 

(2a), (2b), and (2c) show;_ll: that 'bina' can take 'ke 

(genitive) between Noun and itself, when used after the 

nominal head, (genitive) however 'bin' can not allow 'ke' 

(genitive) between itself and 'pani'. Though 'bina' can take 

'ke' between 'pani' and itself. 

pani bina jina mli~kil hE. 

water without to live difficult aux (Pres.) 

• It is difficult to live without water. ' 

Thus, for 'bina' when it follows the nominal need, 'ke' 

is optional but for 'bin', it just cannot occur between 

'pani' and 'bin' i.e. N-bin 

To consider '~' as Postposition is also not 

convicing for ·it is used as an adjunct (adposition) both 

before as well as after the construct it modfies. Hence 

~ bina dhup ke kap~e nahi sukhenge 

without sun gen. cloths not dry (future) 

t 
'cloths won't dry without sun, 

b dhup ke bina ka?.p~e nahi sukhenge 

sun gen. without cloths not dry (future) 

G clothes won't dry without sun. J 
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Though, an adposition, it functionally· seems to be an 

adverb as has been indicated by A. Sharma when he says 'all 

postposition except 'ka' (geneitive) are, infact adverbs; 

they limit the force of the verb as adverbs do. The only 

difference between the two is that a post-position modifies a 

verb with the help of a Noun or a Pronoun, while an adverb 

does it independently'. (Sharma 1958 : 159) . 

3.1.2.2. 

1) 

2) 

Negative Suffix 

It4r 

r~hit 

The inclusion of 'rdhit' in the list of negative 

suffixes needs some explanation. Generally the dictionaries 

assign adjectival grammatical category to 'r.zhit' (Verma, 

R.C. 1965 Vol. 5 : 640). Apart from this, the books on Hindi 

Grammar do not include 'rehit' in the list of suffixes. But 

such treatment of 'rahit' is not based on the proper analysis 

of its occurrence and its role in word formation. 

According to Pt. Kamta Prasad Guru it has some - suffix 

-like traits, and therefore, he includes it in the list of 

words which are supposed to be having properties of suffixes. 

There are two minor things which goes against it in 

considering it a bound morpheme and a full-fleged negative 
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suffix. First, semantically, it enjoys a certain degree of 

autonomy, but it is true of most of the derivational morpheme 

(see. 3.1.1) in general and negative derivational morpheme 

in particular, as they have semantic element intrinsically 

present in them. And the second factor which goes against 

calling it a suffix is the presence of word like 'rahity~ 1 

which goes against calling it a suffix shows 'rdhit 1 as a 

free word, to which a nominalizing derivative morpheme is 

added, to make 'rahity& But despite the etymological 

relation between 'rohit 1 and 'rahity~ 1 it is a fact that 

forms like 'rahitYd 1 have no bearing on the general 

morphological function of 'rahit. 1 Besides 'rahityd 1 being 

highly Sanskritized tatsam form and belonging to the frozen 

word stock is almost out of use in common speech. And most 

probably the form 'rahit 1 has got grammaticalized or at least 

it is in that process. And again my view is strengthened by 

the fact that 'rahit 1 occurs, only word finally, and the 

resulting word is always adjective. 

3.2 ANTONYMIC AFFIXES 

Antonymic affixes are the pair of affixes which are 

opposite in meaning, and are added to certain neutral terms 

to produce words which are contrary in meaning. For 
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instance (Green 1982 92) 

con- di- Converge diverge 

in- ex- include exclude 

over- under overcharge undercharge 

pre- sue precede succeed 

- full : - less cheerful cheerless 

Likewise, there are many pairs3 affixes in Hindi-Urdu, 

which, are semantically antonymic and they, after attached to 

some neutral words, form words which are contrary in meaning 

e.g. 

(1) kU
(bad) 

su
(good) 

kUkarm 
(bad deed) 

sUkarm 
(good work, 
worst) 

Since, the same affix can have more than one meaning, it has 

different pairing of corresponding negative affixes e.g. 

(2) sU- dUh- sugam dUrgam 
(easily) (difficult) (easy to (difficult 

access) to reach) 

( 3) a- pr~- a dan pradan 
(inword) (forward) (taking (giving) 

receiving) 

--------------------

3. It is important to note that the idea is extendable to the 
case in which~single negative affix gives rise to the new 
word which is antonymic to the original or base. In this 
case it can be assumed that the word which is like the 
negatived one is having p morpheme with it. For instance 
in English I : dis- : : approve : disapprove. 
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( 4) a-
(upward) 

(5) dnu-

av
(downword) 

( following, 
according to 
similar) 

vi
(away, 
opposite) 

( 6) Ut
(up) 

(7) c;mu-
(Similar) 

(8) ~-

(without) 

(9) khU~

(good) 

( 8) sat 
(good) 

ap
(down) 

pi"Cii t I
(opposite) 

s -
(with) 

bdd
(bad) 

dUh 
(bad) 

aroh 
(ascent, 
rise) 

anUlom 
(descending 
series 
etc.) 

Utkers 
(rise) 

dnUkul 
(favourable) 

ahit 
(against the 
interest) 

khU~bu 

(good smell) 

S;)jjan 
(good person) 

~vroh 

(discent, 
fall) 

vilom 
(reverse, 
ascending) 

apkar~ 
(fall) 

pratikul 
(unfavourable) 

s;;hit 
(in interest) 

badbu 
(bad smell) 

dUrjan 
(bad person) 

The prefix 'sdt-' changes to '~, '~, ~· etc. 

depending upon the following sounds. The last sound '~' 

assimilates the property of the following sound. So it 

presents the situation of regressive or anticipatory 

assimilation. 

It is not only prefixes but suffixes also behave this 

phenomenon. Like antonymic prefixes, suffixes are in pair 

which render the neutral term antonymic giving them contrary 

meaning. The one very common such pair of suffix is 'van' 
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and 'hin' e.g. 

(9) -van·. -hin 

(having) (-less) 

ahanvan 

rich 

gUn van 

(full of good 
quality) 

(destitute) 

gUnhin 

(lacking of 
good quality) 

The pairing of antonymic affixes can be between 

prefixes and suffixes also. So there is no condition of 

'intra-category', e.g. 

(10) -mand be- 'dklm~nd be~kl 

(having) (without) (wise) (stupid) 

(11) - gar be - gunahgar : begUnah 

(dealing in) (without) (sinner) (innocent) 

There are quite a few such pairs of affixes - prefixes 

and suffixes which form antonymic pairs. They are listed in 

the appendix-I. 

It is important, here to note that the examples of 

antonymic affixes cited above doesn't hold true for all the 

meanings of affixes; the relation held only for the meaning 

specified or similarly relevant meaning of them. 

3. 3. SEMANTICS OF NEGATIVE AFFIXES 

3.3.0. An intriguing aspect of the negative affixes in Hindi 
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Urdu is that a good number of them are not exclusively 

negative. Their semantic field is very wide and varied. The 

statement is more correct about those affixes which have come 

into Hindi from Sanskrit-directly or indirectly through 

for instance, the Sanskrit 

prefix 'vi-' has the following different kinds of meaning. 4 

_/1. lacking e.g. 'vijan' 'longely place' 
[vi-] -2. away e.g. vide~ 'foreign' 

~3. opposite e.g. vikrOly ' sale' 
4. special e.g. vibhag 'division' 

Leaving out the minute differences, we can see that 

out of four different incomes of 'vi-', the fourth one is not 

negative in nature, however, the remaining three somehow 

share the features of negation. Let's consider now, each of 

the negative affixes, listed previously. 

3.3.1 a- and an-

According to Otto Jesperson (1961, Vol. 6 : 464) '~' 

and 'on-' have Indo-European base; they are found in the -
major classical languages of this family, and are still 

present in many of modern Indo-European language. As has 

already been stated in (3 .1. 3), ' ..a..- ' and 'an-' are the 

4. It should be conceded that theoretically it is impossible 
to prepare a complete and an exhaustive list of all the 
semantic fields (meaning) of any morpheme or word. 
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morphemic variants of the same negative morpheme. Generally, 

in Hindi, 'd-' occurs when the following morpheme begins with 

a consonant, while ' n-' attaches to the words beginning with 

a vowel e.g. 

Q)-s~ty.;> ' untruth' ;:;m-avs.~yak ' unnecessary' 

0)-kardn ' causeless C))~dh!kar 'without right' 

a -sadhaQn ' uncommon' an-Ucit 'improper' 

d-spdst ' unclear' C)n-ad-ar 'disrespect' .. 

o-tUlniyd 'incomparable' 

There are certain cases when the above mentioned rule 

does not hold, but we will discuss it in the next chapter. 

(4. 3) 

' 'C? ' or 'on-

semantic ranges. 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

5 . 

is used in the following different 

negation 

lack 

beyond 
certain 
activity 

bad 

against 
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e.g. agyan 
adri~yQ) 

e.g. ahinsa. 
~~ok 

e.g. anglndt 
dnmol 

(ignorance) 
(disappeared) 

(non-violence) 
(non-grief) 

(uncountable) 
(invaluable) 

e.g. ~kal (draught) 

e.g. C)dharm (against 
religion) 



())nit I (against 
norms) 

3. 3. 2. nih-, nis-, niS-, nis-, hir-, ni-

Like the one discussed in 3. 3 .1. 'nih' has also more 

than one forms (six to be precise) which are, in fact, the 

morphemic variants of the same underlying form. The 

occurrence of each morphemic variant is environmentally 

conditional. For instance, the occurrence of 'nih-' 'nis-' 

'nis-' and 'nis-' is occassioned by the words beginning with 

voiceless sounds, whereas the occurrence of each sibilant is 

determined by homorganicity except for [s] which occur before 

bilabials and velars also. As regards 'nir-' it occurs 

only when the base words begins with a voiced sound, and 'ni-

~ occurs when the word to which 'nih' is attached begin with 

non lateral liquid i.e. [r] . So the occurrence of all the 

variants of 'nih'-follows a phonological rule (see. 4.3). 

It has the following meaning when associated with other 

words. 

1. away or beyond : ni~gkUs 'aristocrat' 

2. without, lacking ni~kam 'desireless' 

nistej 'spiritless' 

nir~rth-k 'meaningless' 
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This prefix 'nih-' has come into Hindi from Sanskrit.· 

According to R. C. Verma it has been derived from Sanskrit 

root Jili 
0 

which means 'take away' . After ~· and 

~· it is the most productive negative prefix in Hindi. 

3. 3. 3. ni-

This affix has been treated differently in the Hindi 

grammar. Pt. K. P. Guru consideres it one of the varriants 

of 'nih- or nlr'- as an exceptional case (p. 229) whereas A. 

Sharma treat it as a separate negative prefix (Sharma 1958 : 

183) 

Sharma assigns two meaning to 'nl-' 

1. lacking : nlkamma (useless) 
niddr (fearless) 

2. without : nlhattha (unarmed) 

One more meaning is added by Vasudeo Nandan Prades 

(p. 78) to it. 

3 . Special (secret, hidden) 

nlgdm<m (logical conclusion) 

Since, it has one more extra meaning that 'nih-' doesn't 

have and that too isn't negative at all, it is good to 

consider it a separate morpheme. More importantly, it seems 
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to be the development in Hindi which is trying to simplify 

the Sanskrit 'nih' which takes so many forms. 

The use of this prefix is confined to tadbhava and 

deshaja words except for some exceptional cases. 

3.3.4 

The status of 'n~-' is a matter of controversy. 

Aryendra Sharma (1958), and Vasudeo Nandan Prasad (1982) 

don't consider it to be a prefix, whereas Pt . K. P. Guru 

(1962) lists it alongwith those indeclinables of Sanskrit, 

which are used like a prefix. However, in modern Hindi, it 

is used as a negative particle, as well as an emphasis 

marker, and a device to seek confirmation. 

As a prefix it generally has the meaning of 'lacking' 

e.g. n~-

na-pUnsak ~neuter' 

n~-astik <atheist'etc. 
(nasatik) 

3. 3. 5. bila-

'bila-' which has as come from Arabic into Hindi-Urdu 

is equivalent to 'bina' in meaning, however unlike 'bina' it 

is used as a prefix 
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e.g. bila-vazah 'without any reason' 

bila-kasur 'without any fault' 

bilaG~ ~ k 'without doubt' 

Though; 'bila-' and 'bina', though share morphological 

similarity etymologically they don't have common base, since 

'bila' belongs to Arabic and bina has native origin. 

3.3.6-7 la- & na-

'la-' and 'na-' are similar in meaning. Both of them 

meaning 'lacking' - 'less' but the difference is that where -

'la-' is Arabic in Origin, '~' is Persian in this respect. 

However, 'ill!-' is persian only as an immediate source, 

because it is held that Persian '..::..lli!...:.' itself has been 

derived from old Sanskrit '-n"a' (Verma, R.C. 1962; Guru, K. 

P. 19Q2 232) . 

' na-' 'la-' 

na-Ummid 'hopeless' la-car 'helpless' 

na-pdsand r dislike ' la-varis ' orphan' 

na-layak ' unfit' la-j~vab ' matchless or' 
speechless 

na-kafi ' not enough I la-majhab .. 'irreligious' 

na-gdvar ' unacceptable' la-Ilaj "'- 'incurable' 

la-p0rvah- ' reckless' 

la-pota 'traceless' 
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3 . 3 . 9 . 'be-' 

Its immediate source is Persian, but Persian 'be' 

itself has been derived from Sanskrit 'vi-' (Verma, R.C. 

1962) . 

as a prefix means something which is 

equivalent to English 'without'. 

e.g. be-iman dishonest 

be-cara helpless 

be-ramm cruel, unkind 

be-jo;r- matchless 

be-n~zir peerles, matchless 

be-b;>s helpless 

be-rozgar unemployed 

be-jan lifeless 

Except for few native words ~~ itself is exclusively 

used with Persian & Arabic Nounds and Adjectives. 

3.3.10. gEr-

Originally it is an Arabic prefix now widely used in 

Hindi-Urdu. In Arabic and even in Urdu the initial sound is 

uvular voiced stop i.e. [G] , but in Hindi it is generally 

pronounced as [g], and thus Arabic 'GEr' has become 'gEr-' in 
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Hindi. 

'gEr-' normally/;, means something which is not X, where 

X is Noun or Adjective e.g. 

gEr-kanuni 

gEr-mUnasib 

gEr-s~rkari 

gEr-hazir 

gEr-mUmkin 

3. 3 .11. vi-

(illegal) 

(inappropriate) 

(non-governmental) 

(absent) 

(impossible) 

We have already discussed it in the very beginning of 

this section (3.2.0). 

3. 3. As far as suffixes are concerned we have already 

discussed ~r0 hit' in section (3.1.2). The only suffix that 

remains and be discussed is ~~·. It is basically Sanskrit 

and generally used in tatsama word. 

Semantically it is very close to English prefix 'non

or outside. As far as signifcation is concerned, it presents 

complementarity in a particular domain. For instance 

'-Itar' sik!;3aketar 

rajyetar 

~asnetar 
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non teaching (staff) ' 

'outside state' 

'out of power' 



Here, it is important to note that 'Itar' is no longer 

used as a means of word formation; it is no longer a 

productive suffix like '-rahit'. It is found only in well 

established frozen tatsama expression. 

3.4 COMPOUNDING AND NEGATION 

Compounding is an important process of word-formation, 

in any language. In fact, it is due to compounding that it 

is said that the lexicon of a language can have infinite 

number of words, for to make an exhaustive list of compound 

words in any language is impossible. 

Compounding involves two or more than two fully 

independent words combining to form a new word. Thus, 

compound:· is a linguistic unit which is composed of elements 

that function independently in other circumstances. According 

to Francis a compound word contains at least two 

bases which are both word or at any role root morphemes 

(Katamba 1993 : 54) . Hence in compounds the independence of 

the constituent elements is very significant. So, affixation 

or the process of derivation should not be confused with 

compounding, though some Hindi grammarians seem undoubtedly 

in confusion when they call constructions like the following 

compounds (Sharma 1958 : 202-3). 
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sU- +jan 

ni- + ddr 

= suj~n 

nid'dr 

a good man' 

'fearless (person)' 

Recently, under the influence of Chomskey' s X-bar 

theory linguists have tried to study the word-structure into 

this frame. In X-bar theory, any phrase or the whole 

sentence for that matter, is described in terms of 'head' of 

the construction and its relation with other elements. In 

sentence analysis, the head of the construction is found 

within the construction itself (Spencer 1991 :328). But in 

compound this doesn't happen on a number of occasion. And 

this gives rise to the idea of endocentric and exocentric 

compounds. 

3.5 ENDOCENTRIC AND EXOCENTRIC CONSTRUCTION 

Endocentric construction is one in which the head of 

the construction is identifiable inside the construction, 

whereas in exocentric construction, the head of the 

construction has to be located outside the construction. 

Here let's consider the case of 'hin'. It is defined, 

in the dictionary as adjective, which takes part in 

compounding, both as a first member and as the second or the 

last member. When the construction is like 'hin + N', the 
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compound is endocentric, as the N is the head of construction 

and 'hin' is just bringing about certain semantic 

modification. 

-hin + N = N 

e.g. hinbUddhi, hink~rm 

A 1\ 
Ad. N Adj. N 

hin bliddhl hin karm 

The compounds noted above are nominal in nature, and 

'hin' in this case means, weakless, low inferior etc. And 

when in forming compounds 'hin' is the final constituent, the 

resultant compound is adjectival in nature, and hence the 

construction is exocentric : 

N + hin Adj. 

e.g. bUddhlhin, dhanhin, balhin ( N ) 

N Adj. 
(N) 

bUddhi hin 
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Here ~bliddhlhin' is expecting certain semantically 

modifiable object N, which is not present in the compound 

bUddhlhin. Hence the construction is exocentric. 

In the case of exo-centric construction, since the 

compound becomes adjectival, a noun is expected which can be 

qualified by the adjective. 

Besides hin, ~~unya', is also used in the compounding 

to form a new word whose meaning is quite similar to the one 

which is produced after adding hin to a noun producing 

adjectival compound. e.g. vicar~unyp. bhav~uny~, etc. In such 

compounds the addition of sun}9, to a noun indicates the 

absence of the thing or idea signified by it. 

3.6 LEXICAL CONSTRAINTS 

Constraints, as a technical term, is used especially in 

Generative Grammar to refer to a condition which restricts 

the application of a rule, to ensure that the sentences 

generated are well formed. As the idea of generative grammar 

has influenced almost all aspects of linguistic study, it is 

extensively used in morphology and phonology as well, to 

refer to the conditions which restrict the combination of 

certain morphemes to ensure the welforrnedness of the word. 

We have already seen (3.0) that Hindi has derived 
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lexical items in large number from a number of sources during 

the last hundreds of years. The result is its vocabulary has 

words from Arabic, Persian, Turkish, English and of course 

Sanskrit besides from the numerous other native languages. 

The words while getting their way into Hindi 1- Urdu also 

brought with them their grammatical peculiarities like 

prefixes and suffixes and other items. As a result, even 

though they follow the syntactic rule of Hindi-Urdu their 

morphological structure is still guided, to a considerable 

extent, by the morphology of their source languages. Hence 

non-native affixes, are generally used with non-native words 

and native affixes with native words e.g. 

gEr-

na-

la-

be-

'bila 

Non-Native Prefixes I 

gEr-hazir; 'absent' gEr-sarkari 'non-governmental' 

gEr-kanuni; 'illegal' gEr-zimmedar 'irresponsible' 

na-p0 sand; 'disliked' na-khU~ 'unhappy' 

na-monjur; 'unacceptable' na-layak 'unsuitable' 

la-pdrvah 'irresponsible' la-ilat} 'incurable 

be-iman 'dishonest' 

be-raham 'unkind' 

bila-v~z~h 'without 
reason' 
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be-jan 'lifeless' 

be-ho~ 'unconscious' 

bila-kasur 'without fault' 



Native affixes 

a- d-satyd 'untruth' ~-sdmdy 'untimely' 

a-sadharan 'uncommon' a-purn . . 'incomplete' 

~n- dn-ant 'limitless'~n-iccha 'unwillingness' 

an-adhikar 'without right' 

na-astik 'atheist' nd-gan~ 'neglibile' 

nih- ni~-chdl, 'guileless' ni~-kapa~ 'guileless' 

To see the lexical constraint, we note non-use of 

expression like 

* be-astik 

* ak a5u.Y __ 
"·- - / 

* -ovafa 
* anilaz etc. 

However one can see some affixes being used with the 

same word interchangeably without any consequent change in 

the meaning of the compound, e.g. 

bila-vazah 'causeless' be- vaz~h 'causeless' 

& bila-k~sur 'faultless' be-kdsur 'faultless' 

3.7. HISTORICAL ASPECTS NATIVE AND NON-NATIVE ELEMENTS IN 

NEGATION 

3.7.0 We have already seen how the Hindi-Urdu vocabulary 

has been enriched from a number of native and non-native 

sources. These sources have not only lent a large number of 
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lexical items but also have influenced its morphological set-

up. 

India has been under foreign rule from the very 12th 

century to the middle of present one, which naturally 

provided a conducive environment for the influence of the 

foreign language on the native languages, as in most cases 

native languages of the alien rulers were made the languages 

of administration. 

eighteenth century. 

From the twelfth century to the 

Hindi along with all its dialects 

underwent Arabic and Persian influence, and after that it was 

the European languages mainly English, which exerted maximum 

influence on Hindi and other languages. Besides, since Hindi 

has developed from Sanskrit through Prakrit and Apabhrans, 

they naturally provided it the core of its grammar. Apart 

from this, Hindi has been interacting with numerous other 

native languages, whose influence on it can not be 

undermined. 

The whole of lexical stock of Hindi can broadly be 

devided into two categories, One that is native in origin and 

the other which has been borrowed into its fold from non

native-i.e. foreign languages. Native, again, consists of 

several subtypes -
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(a) Tatsama, words borrowed from Sanskrit and preserved 

intact as original. The majority of such words are nouns and 

adjectives; a few are adverbs, preposition and conjunctions, 

but hardly any verb or pronoun e.g. raj a 'king • , bha~a 

'language • , mata 'mother, . stri 'woman • , sUnd'dr 'beautiful' , 

Uttam 'excellent•, bhut 'post•, vartman 'present•, pray~h 

'often• 1 ptah 'therefore• 1 athva 'or• etc. 

(b) Tadbbava, words derived from Sanskrit and modified. 

This forms the largest class of Hindi words, most of the 

Nouns and Adjectives, and almost all the Pronouns, Verbs, 

Adverbs, Preposition e.g. 

Hindi Tadbhav Sanskrit 
forms ~ 

hath 'hand' from hast 

pakka ' ripe• from p"dkv 

tu ' you• from tvam 

(:lSf2 'before• from ggre etc. 

(c) Desbaj 'local or country made'. This includes 

all such words whose origin is obscure or unknown. A great 

many of them may have originally come from the Dravidian or 

Munda languages. e.g. 

kori score, 
set of twenty 
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kaphi 
mUkUt 

'enough' 
'crown• 



khot - 'blemish' etc. 

The other sources which are non-Native are many, of 

which - Arabic, Persian and English are most important ones. 

from 

(a) Arabic : e.g.~dalat, kitab, Kalam, kagaz, mukadma 
etc. 

(b) Persian: e.g. bmiz, dehat, ~ahar, sabzi, kUrsi 
etc. 

(c) English : Two hundred years of the British rule 

has given many words to the Hindi-Urdu dictionary, 

often, with changed pronunciation e.g. 

Hindi-Urdu English 

Injin Engine 

motor motor 

kEmra metre 

riport report 

tim team etc. 

Alongwith these words, Hindi-Urdu borrowed affixes also 

these languages, e.g. 

Oll mdst (Arabic) 

be khabar (Persian) 

ham Umra. (Persian) 

Vice Chancellor (English) 

Sub Division (English) 
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Head master (English) 

Half pant (English) 

Since all these affixes came into Hindi alongwith other 

words of the source language, their use normally is 

restricted to those words . only but, over the time, the 

condition of lexical restriction has begun to be weekened. 

As a result, there are many words of native stock which do 

take non-native affixes. The same is true of negative 

affixe.s which are our primary concern. Their are many Arabic 

and Persian negative affixes which are found attached to 

tadbhava or tatsama words e.g. 

be-dh~rm 

be-mdn 

be-~nt 

be-kam 

'irreligious' 

'inattentive' 

'limitless' 

'unimportant' 
useless 

be-gindt 'uncountable' 

be-dh~rdk 'unhesitantly' 

gEr-m~~tVdpur~ 'unimportant' 

gEr- mUlk 'foreign country' 

Sometimes we notice same lexical item being at~ached to 

different negative affixes sharing the came meaning 

be-vaz~h 

bila-v~zdh 

(;}- Sdrkari 
gEr- sdrkari 
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na-malum 
la-malum 'ignorance• 

be-sam~jh 

na-s~mdjh 'foolish' 

In this connection, it is important to note that the 

non-native negative affixes are much more acceptable to the 

native words than native negative affixes to the non-native 

words. For instance, one can see the use of term like -

'bedhorm• 'bedhc;rk• quite frequently but '?mazla)hdb• is 

difficult to be found. Similarly we have 'begin2 t • {Beg, 

1988) but not 'O>sUmar. Here it is noteworthy that most of 

such affixes are of Persian. 

Given the Sanskritic base of Hindi-Urdu, one of the 

reasons of greater assimilability of such Persian affixes 

are the fact that they are originally from Sanskrit; for 

instance, Persina '~ is supposed to have developed from 

Sanskrit 'vi-•, and '~ from Sanskrit 'no• {Verma, R.C. 

1962). Since they share their origin with the words they are 

going to be attached to, it is less difficult for them to 

adjust themselves with the host morphology. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MORPHOPHONEMICS 

4.0 The process of affixation, generally, involves certain 

morphophonemic changes, either in the affix itself or in its 

base or in both, though sometimes no such change takes place 

at all. In this chapter, we will engage ourselves in 

determining the changes that occur when a ./flegative affix

prefix or suffix is attached to a certain word, the base. 

Besides, an attempt will be made to formulate rules for the 

phonological changes using the 'distinctive feature theory' 

of Chomsky and Halle (1968) and Jakobsen and Halle (1956). 

But before going onto discussion of affixial sound 

modification, it would be better to discuss quite briefly the 

phonemes of Hindi and Urdu, because it will help us in 

choosing the feature for making phonological rules. 

4. 1 HINDI-URDU PHONEMES AND 'l:HEIR FEATURE DESCRIPTION 

The diverse sources from which Hindi and Urdu have 

borrowed heavily the lexical stock have influenced the sound-

system and the inventory of phonemes of each. Though, for 

this dissertation we are not considering them distinct, as 

there is no formal and pure linguistic reasons for doing so, 
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in pr~ctical situations_, Hindi and Urdu are considered two 

different languages not only by the speakers but it has 

constitutional validity also, as they are listed as two 

distinct languages in the VIII schedule of the Constitution 

of India. However, the difference lies only in the fact that 

where Hindi heavily depends upon Sanskrit for drawing its 

resources, Urdu looks for the same mainly on Persian and 

Arabic. So even though the Hindi speakers do use Perso-

Arabic words and similarly the 'Urdu speakers' also use words 

from Sanskrit, the excessive use of words of one origin or 

the other gives the sound-system of the language a distinct 

form. So, whereas velar and uvular fricatives, and uvular 

stops are listed as opnonal in Hindi grammar (Vajpayee 1957, 

Sharma : 1958, Prasad, 1982 etc.). It is not that velar and 

uvular fricatives are entirely absent in the speech of Hindi 

speakers, but an overwhelming majority of speakers don't 

normally use such sounds, unless the speaker is highly 

educated and purist in pronunciation. Manjari Oh~ in her 
"·-" 

Apects of Hindi Phonology (1983) gives the following list of 

Hindi phonemes indicating optional sounds within small 

brakets. 
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Slops. 

Affricates 

Nasals 

Glides 

Taps 

Laterak 

., 

,-oio:Jeu unaspiratcd 
voi<:dcss aspirated 
voiced 
breathy-voiced· 

High 

Mid 

Low 

"'C 
0: 

r !r 
" >~ 0 ':7" ;I: 
0 !! 

;. 
Cl til c.. <c; < ;: 

~ n g;- 0 n ;; < s 0 n 
CT :: ;"::I 

::::. 
~ ;; 0? o; ;:;· .. n -.a. "' ... -

P p: t t: 1 r: j " k· 
pb ph: . tb lb: Jb til: I kh kh: I 

b b: d d: Q Q: g g· 

bfl I_ dh db: qh qll: -----1 gh gt•: 

' ~ ~= 

lll lh: l_ ; l l= I 
' JllJh: ' 

r----!--~---~-- ---\ -
r z <ll I 

-~~---- nn: (t:l) w--r-(~)-~-
w w: ,-- ------ y f----lh 

___ ,_ -------, -- ~----!-

r r: i ' 

----,--~----~ ;, <1'1 
---~- --i---~~----T 

-I 

I 
I i 

-~-~--- ---1 

Consonants of Hindi 

Central ' Back 
Front 

Q u 

(; u 
Vowels of Hindi 

0 0 

€ f 5 :) 

~ ~ 

a: a a 

Similarly there are quite a few sounds which were used 

1n Sanskrit but are no longer present in the common 

speaker's speech today even though in written fonn they are 

still represented for instance ~ -~ Dealing with such 

rare sounds, Ohla writes that ? (the so called 'aleph') 

occurs only in the utterance of Maul vis (Muslim 'Priests') 

and s, r (syllabic r) occurs in the utterance of Pandit 
0 

(Hindi Priest) alone (p. 5). 
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M.A.K. Beg in his Urdu Grammar (1988) gives the 

following list of consonants. 

3 Consonants! 

I Retro- Palato- Pala- Velar l Uvular\ Glot- I ental Alve- tal 1 - • tal 
I olar flex Alve.Jiar Vd VI Vd / 

I Vd . VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI Vd VI 1 

I --! 
-----~----------_---- I 

d/ ~ c,i c jlk g q I 

dh I ~h c;lh ch jh I kh gh /,---'---
--~------ I 

R' 1------

I 
I 

D 
I I n;Ja- Labio-

bial dental 
I VI Vd VIVd v 

----~i---- ---

Stops: Unasp. p b t 

Asp. ph bh th 
j -- ------

' Nasals- m 

-·-------

Lateral 

n 

----------1---

, 1 ____ 1 . - - --------.----- !--
1 
I 

- -~----·· I I 
Trill ! I I 1------- ---- I 

I I Flars : Unasp. 

I I Asp. 

I -I 
Fricatives f 

---
Semi-Vowels v I 

-- -----------' -------

I ' I 
I 

rh ~ I ____ L_ • I 

·-· -

lx Gl 
1-:-s 1 

I 
I ____ 

-~ y l .! 

I r I 
----- ·---· 

I 
----i~--1 

, I ) 

: I r I 

I 
I-
I l s ----, ---

! 

7. 

Obviously, any compromise between ~Hindi 1 and ~Urdu 1 

phonemes will make the inventory of Hindi-Urdu phonemes much 

longer, creating lot of difficulty in selecting distinctive 

features to describe the phonological process in affixation. 

And even that could have been attempted had it been 

essential. We have already noticed the high degree of 
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lexical constraint in the use of negative affixes (3 .. 6). The 

non-native negative affixes usually take as their bases only 

non-native words, and native affixes take native words as 

their bases unless otherwise specified (see section (3. 6. & 

3. 7) . 

All the negative affixes of Perso-Arabic origin, that 

we have listed in the last chapter, involve no phonological 

modification when they are attached to the bases. And on the 

other hand negative affixes, which have been borrowed into 

Hindi from Sanskrit, usually do not take non-native words as 

their bases. Given this situation, it would be better to use 

the distinctive features as proposed by Manjari Oh'al~ (1983) 

with the following modifications along with standard feature 

matrix of Chomsky and Halle (1968) . 

(1) 
-~ 

Firstly, OnaJa considers [h) as [ + sonorant] , 
.. "> 

whereas in all the standard texts of phonology, [h) is 

considered as - sonorant] . In absence of any compelling 

reason for considering [h) as [ + sonorant] , I will follow 

the standard and generally accepted view about [h) and 

consider it as [-sonorant]. 

(2) And secondly, for her the difference between [i) 

and [I] is that of length (Oh~a 1982:7). This view can not 

be accepted, because, [i) and [I] are qualitatively 
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different, and therefore any attempt to distinguish them. in 

terms of quantity (length) should not be accepted. The best 

way, in present circumstances, is to establish distinction 

between the two vowels by using the features [+ tense] . 

Ohla's Table of Features Matrix of Hindi Phonemes is 

given in the appendix II : 

4.2. VISARG (:) & -h' 

Before going to describe the actual phonological 

process in -negative derivation' i.e. derivation through 

negative affixes 1 let's discuss 1 in brief, the question of 

relation between visarga ( : ) and -h', because without 

resolving this issue we canot proceed to rule formation of 

the morphophonemic change in the case of prefix -nih-'. 

Pt. Kishori Das Vajpayee in his Shabdanushasana 1 criticizes 

the view of incorporating -anusvara' and -visarga' into 

consonant (vyanjan). Accordi~g to him 'anusvara' and visarga 

are neither vowel (svara) nor consonant (vyanqana) but 

-ayogavaha', since they carry the meaning without any help of 

either consonant or vowel. He further says that, like 

anusvara, visarga also occurs after the vowel, that is, for 

the appearance of Visarga 1 a vowel must precede it (p. 92) . 

Here, with all due respect to Vajpayee and other traditional 
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.. 

grammarians, I would say that to consider 'anusvara 1 and 

'visarga 1 as different class of sounds , ·\ separate from 

consonant and vowels seems erroneous and no modern linguist 

will accept this. 

Moreover 'anusvara 1 does not represent one sound. It 

represents the whole class of five nasal stops, that occur 

after a vowel and just before the consonant. Most of the 

time the consonants represented by 'anusvara 1 are 

homdganically related to the following sound. Therefore 

'anusvara 1 too cannot be considered a separte category. In 

fact, the fact that anusvara represents the class of five 

nasals in Hindi is an orthographic problems1 . We are not 

bound to use anusvara, we can use the symbol of the exact 

sound represented by it instead of anusvara. For instance, 

we can write Cf)Vo/ka:t:l~h/ instead of ~o /ka~~h/. 

Therefore 'anusvar 1
, alone or with 'visarga 1 can not be 

considered a separate category of sounds different from both 

vowel and consonants. 

Unlike Visarga [h], there is no such restriction for 

the occurrence of [h), it can occur initially medially and 

1. It is general problem with the Hindi grammarians to 
identify language with the script. For instance, Vijay 
Aggrawal (1994) considers Hindi a highly scientific 
language on the basis of script it uses. 
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finally e.g. 

hamlog 

~ahar 

satah 

'we' hava 

'town' bah an 

'surface' barah 

'wind, air' 

'sister' 

'twel'"'ve• 
~ 

Besides, Vajpayee says that the pronounciation of 

'visarga' is no longer different from [h) though, in 

ancient times it might have been different (p. 92). Today, 

even in Sanskrit, whatever be the use of two symbols for 

'visarga' and [h), they are pronounced the same way. 

Therefore, we can consider them the same, at least in 

synchronic Hindi-Urdu. Apart from this, there is one more 

reason to consider the two as same. 

Phonetically, visarga is a voiced counterpart of 

voiceless [h] , denoted in traditiona~ literature on Sanskrit 

linguistics with a dot under h i.e. [h) . 
• 

But [h) itself 

changes its voicing property according to place of 

occurrence. [h] is voiceless when it occurs initially in the 

word, whereas it is voiced when it occurs medially or finally 

in the words (Sharma 1958 : 9 -10) . 

Rule 1. h -----> [+ voice] I r ---- :} ----
Rule 2. h -----> [- voice] I # -----

Given suchadistribution of voiced and 
. e. 

[h) vo1cless 
1\ 
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and the occurrence of 'visarga' only morpheme finally and 

also the phonetic similarity, I see no problem in considering 

visarga and [h] as variants of the same underlying 

representation (UR) 

4.3 PHONOLOGICAL SHAPE OF THE NEGATIVE AFFIXES AND 

PHONOLOGICAL PROCESS 

4.3.0 Phonological changes are guided by two principles 

First, the principle of articulation facility and the 

second, the principle of perceptibility of the sound (Schane 

1971 61) Therefore the constitution and phonological 

shape of the affixes and the bases taking part in the 

formation of new words are very important in describing the 

phonological changes involved in it. 

But, as we have already seen (3.1.2 & 3.3) that not all 

the negative derivational affixes that we have listed in the 

previous chapter involve a phonological change, in course of 

derivation of new words. To name them again the following 

negative affixes don't produce any morphophonemic change 

either in itself or in its base :-

( 1) bila - vazah 

- kasur 

= bilavazah 'without reason' 

bilakasur 'without fa~ult' 
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(2) la - ilaj) laila~c; 'incurable' 

- varls = lavarls 'heirless' 

(3) na - kam nakam ' unsuccessful' = 

- kafi = nakafi 'insufficient' 

(4) be - gUnah = begUnah 'innocent' 

- ~arom be~aram ' shameless' = 

- zUrm = bezUrm 'faultless' 

(5) gEr - mumkin = gErmumkin 'impossible' 

kanuni = gErkanuni 'illegal' 

(6) vi - kray vikray ' sale' = 

- mal v!m~l ' pure' = 

(7) -rahit = do~-rahit 'innocent' 

v!tt~- rohit 'without financial 
support' 

Since, the above-mentioned negative affixes - prefixes 

and suffixes don't bring about any phonological change, it 

will be better to concentrate on those affixes Nhich are 

phonologically conditioned, and involve phoriological change 

as well. 

4. 3. 1 ''a-' and 'an-' 

The occurrence of 'a- ' and ,~, are rule-governed, 

which can be predicated by the structure of the base to which 

it is attached. Therefore it seems that the two different 
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forms, which are environmentally conditioned has the same 

underlying form. It is important to note, here that this 

negative prefix, occurs in most of the language of Indo-

European family, With similar environment of occurrence. 

According to Otto Jesperson, ~-a- I and ~on- I has pan-Indo-

European base (1961. Vol. VI : 464) 

The form ~a-• occurs when the word which it is attached 

begins with a consonant 

Rule ( 3) an ---> 'd I #C 

e.g. 
- as atya ~untruth' 

-asaman ~inequal' 

Apart from this, the same negative morpheme is realized 

as -.an.:_', when it is attached to tadbhava participles 

irrespective of their first sound being vowel or consonant. 

So the occurrence of ~~n-' here is lexically conditioned. 

Rule {4) an ----> dn I ----- # [tadbhava participle] 

e.g. an- p a ~h ~illiterate uneducated, 
anmoi invaluable 

andekha ~unseen' 

As we saw that the form ~-an' occurs in two cases - (1) 

when the words initial sound is vowel ( 2) when the word 

itself is tadbhav and in participle form. Therefore we 
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assume that the underlying form of this negative morpheme is 

~· which is realized in two forms - as '3-' and '~n-'. As 

b 
in the case of ta1hava participle, the occurrence of 'on-' is 

not guided by phonological condition at ail, it lends further 

support to our assumptions of considering '~' as the 

underlying form. The dropping of '[n]' is probably an attempt 

to avoid the consonant clusters with a nasal at morphemic 

boundary 

If we know the fact that the tadbhava participle, 

whatever sounds it begins with always take '~' 
of 

form"'this 

affix, we can form rule for the rest of the 

s i tu''a\tlon for 
' ' ' 

the occurrence of 'a-' is Rule ( 5) and the 

occurrence of 'an- ' as Rule ( 6) . 

[ - c ] Rule { 5) dn --->-;;)I -- # tadbhava participle 

Rule { 6) c;n ---> C)n/ -- # {. V participle} tadbhava 

4.3.2 nih- niS, nir, ni (Here 'S' stands for all 

three sibilants s, §, f?) 

This is second negative affix, after '-an• which is 

susceptible to phonological conditioning, as all the 
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morphemic variants owe their form to the phonological 

environment they occur in. 

Before going into framing the rules for the 

morphophonemic process involved in the affixation of 'nih-' 

and other morphemic variants, it is important to decide which 

variant, should be considered as the underlying form of them. 

There are grammarians like K. P. Guru (1962) and Aryend 

Sharma ( 1958 181) for whom the underlying morpheme is 

either 'nis' or 'n!r-'. But they seem to be influenced by 

Sanskrit grammar in their judgement. (R. c. Verma, 1962). On 

the otherhand, some other grammarians like Vasudeonandan 

Prasad (1982 : 125), and Vijay Agrawal (1994 : 149), consider 

'nih-' (of course, taking 'visarga', into consideration) as 

the underlying form and the others its morph~~J~ic variants. 

Here I will accept the latter view excluding the notion 

of 'visarga' because, it is no longer pronounced differently 

from [h] (Vajpayee 1957 92-93). Besides, once 'nih-' is 

accepted as the underlying morpheme and the rest forms are 

considered its variants conditioned by phonological 

environment, the same assumption can be extended to other 

similar cases e.g. 

pUn3h 

pUn-oh 

+ 

+ 

g-ancma 

nirman 

> 

> 
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Since 'nih-' is being treated as the underlying form of 

this negative prefix, all the other variants will be seen as 

the result of phonological change as a result of the process 

of affixation. 

In all 'nih-' takes six different forms depending upon 

the phonological sha~e of the base. They are -'nih-' , 

'nis-', 'nrs-' __ , 'nis', 'nir-' and 'ni-' e.g. 

'feeless' 

n!s-tej 'lacking brightness' 

ni~-chal 'guileless' 

nis-kam 'desireless' 

nir-vlkar 'immutable' 

ni-ras 'sapless' 

The whole phonological process involved in the 

affixation of 'nih-' can be descri•,::bed in three steps as 

follows. 

(1) 'nih-' and 'niS-' (here 'S' capital represents the 

three sibilants s ~ s occur opti,t~ally when stem morpheme 
~ / 

begins with a voiceless consonant. 

Rule (8) 
nih --->[:::]I # [ -v:ice ] 
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The sibilants - s ~ and ~ exhibit homorganicity and are 

governed by the following initial consonants of base word. 

Rule (9) 

sibilant ---> { L anterior 
B coronal 
Y retroflex ] -- # 

L anterior 
B coronal 

Y [retroflex} 

-coronal 

Secondly ~nlh-' changes into ~nir-' when the following 

initial sound of the base is voiced - irrespective of its 

beings voiced or voiceless. 

nih- + apradh 
nih- + bhay 

> nlrapradh ~innocent' 
> nlrbhay ~fearless' 

Rule (10) h ---> r I - # [+ voice] 

or 
h 

l-= :~~~~~~~ ] --- > 

- consonantal 
+ continuant 

- syllabic 
+ sonorant 
+ consonantal 
- nasal 
- lateral 

-- # [+voice] 

And when ~nih-' is followed by a morpheme whose initial 

sound is [r] then -

e.g. nih- + r~s 
nih- + rav 

(a) h gets dropped 

(b) [I] changes into [i] 

> niras ~sqpless' 
> ,nirav ~ng:seless' 
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We_.. can show the phonological changes here as follows 
Rule No. (11) 

c v h 

[Nasal) r high ] [: 
syllabic J - syllabic 

- tense consonantal # + sonorant 2 ·..-
l4 5 + front consonantal + consonantal -1 [+ Tense) 

continuant - nasal 
- lateral 

1 2 3 4 5 

An interesting phenomenon which can be noticed in the 

following examples is the dropping of the final vowel [a] of 

the stem. 

nih + sima nissim ~boundaryless' 

d-aya 
saiJka 

nird"Sy ~unkind' 

nissagk 'unapprehensive' 

The three words cited here, all have vowel [a] at the 

word-final position and the phonological structure of the 

word is CV(C)CV. 

Rule (12) also follows rules·given earlier in addition to 

the dropping of final vowel (i.e. apocope). 

~1.4ie No ()2.) 

n I h # C V (C) C 
[

+ back l 
+ low 
- round _ 

1 2 

3 

lU 4 5 6 7 8 0 

123 456 7 . 9 

It has been noticed that no word with ~nih-' negative 

affix has vowel [a] in the final position only for~ng 

adj.#therefore it can be said that the final [a] of the word 

gets dropped when it is attached to the negative affix nih~ 
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4. 3. 3. 

The use of this prefix is very restricted. It is not 

so productive 1as ~ and 'nih-' 

The final vowel of 'na- i.e. [~] remains unchanged 

when the initial sound of the following base is a consonant. 

But· if the initial sound is' a· or' a,· the schwa of the negative 

prefix 'n2.=.' changed into.a.' 

Rule (13) 

{aa:} a------> ... I 
--- # { r ~JJ 

4.3.4 Of the negative suffixes the only one that is 

- lt~r' brings about certain morphophonemic changes. 

It is usually attached to the '-~· ending nominal base 

the initial ending nominal base. The initial I- of '- ~· 

coalescences with the final of the base to become 'e'. 

Rule 

1 

# 

2 

(14) 

v 
high] 
tense 
front 

3 

--> 

3 

high l 
tense 

Except '~Q-' and 'nih-';ltar no other negative affix 

causes any morpho-phonemic change in course of affixation. 

They are mostly either semantically or lexically constrained. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In the second half of this century considerable 

number of studies have been done on the syntactic aspects of 

negation {Klima 1964, Sgall et al. 1973, Bhatia 1977 etc.). 

It has been examined that how the use of NEG particle 

affects the structure of the sentence - whether the whole of 

the sentence is affected or just a part of it. Even in 

cognitive linguistics, it is the scope of negation which has 

attracted the attention most {Langacker 1991) . And so the 

morphological aspect of negation remains largely unexplored. 

Why is it so? According to Payne, the study of derivational 

negation is a complicated area {Payne 1985 : 241) .. Is it so? 

Or is it that the complication is due to its not being 

properly studied? 

The study of derivational negation has two aspects. 

First, to study the consequent morphophonemic change, which 

is part of the normal derivation process. Secondly, the study 

of change in the semantics of the word, the relation between 

the original word and its negatived counterpart. The first 

aspect is not so problematic because it is what we generally 

do in morphology and phonology, but the second aspect has lot 

of potential problems. For instance, we are faced with 

questions like: 

1) Why do languages, in most cases, have more than one 
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negative affixes. 

2) If it is so then what really constitutes the negation? 

Can there be any hard and fast definition of negation 

especially when each negative affix has different meanings 

(whatever be the degree of difference)? 

3) Or is it that there doesn't exist the case of 

'negation vs non-negation' but a continuum from 

a 
negation to non-negation, as Comrie says about cau~tive 

and non causative construction (1981) . 

4) Is there any pattern between all the negatived words, 

especially in terms of their meaning? 

The ques~ons of these sorts are really very important 

which wait answers . The problem of defining negation has 

been discussed in chapter II. It has been shown. '-;how the 

definition of negation used in philosophy needs to be 

modified to accomodate the same in linguistics. 

I have, in chapter III tried to see the opposition 

between two words which are formed when two affixes are 

attached to the same base. 
'y 

The newly formed two words are 

antonymic because of two different affixes attached to the 

same stem (3·2 ) . The derivational negative affix also the 

'centricity' of the construction especially when a negative . 

affix, say prefix, is attached to a noun, the result is an 

adjective, then the new construction is exocentric. 
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e.g. 

N 

Adj. {fearless) 

/~ 
NEG N N 

ni-

'fear' 

Though, I have gone into the semantics of affixes, my 

basic purpose in this dissertation has been to: formally 

describe the negative affixes to account for the 

morphophonemic change~lc.try to make rules for such changes. 

In chapter 4, which deals with exclusively the 

phonological process/changes, it has been endeavoured to show 

with the help of some 14 rules, that those negative affixes 

which cause or/and undergo phonological changes are very much 

phonologically conditioned, and can be accounted for by rules 

of phonological changes. 

But at the same time, it is important to note that all 

negative affixes are not phonologically conditioned, they are 

mostly lexically constrained, though semantic constraint is 

also there. 

Hindi-Urdu seems to be undergoing the phase of 

transition and ~ trying to accomodate native and non-native 
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elements in them, and so despite high degree of lexical 

restriction, there are num~rous instances when this boundary 
'·J 

of lexical restriction is broken, and sometimes more than 

one negative affixes from two different origins are attached 

to the same word as a matter of 'free variation' in that 

case. The fact that Hindi-Urdu is undergoing the phase of 

transition is further supported by the use of the word'rdhit' 

as a suffix these days, which was a free word in Sanskrit 

(3.1.2.2) 

In course of identification of affixes, it has also 

been shown that, though '~ widely mentioned as 'prefix' 

in the books on Hindi Grammar it is not a prefix. 

And finally, it has been my feeling throughout my 

engagement in this dissertation that Hindi morphology has to 

be seen afresh, detached from Sanskrit especially after the 

weakening and in fact dropping off inal 'schwa' . Since schwa 

doesn't exist in the actual speech, it is not proper to 

consider its presence to make sandhi rules. I hope someone 

will take up this task. 
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1. a- sa-

20 an- s~-

30 a- nih-

4o a- pre)-

5o a- vi-

6o a- av-

7 0 sa- nih-

8 0 s~- ka-

9 0 sc.t- dUh-

100 su- dUh-

11. su- dUh-

12 0 sv~- par-

130 S"d- vi-

14 0 Q\nU- VI-

15o 'O{lU- prati-: 

16o Ut- 'dP-

170 Ut- ~v-

180 khU~- bad 

APPENDIX - I 

List of pairs of Antonymic Affixes 

a hit 
(against interest) 

~nhit 

(against interest) 

agaman 
(arrival) 

a dan 
(taking) 

amUkh 
(facing) 

aroh;m 
(ascent) 

sidc.y 
(kind) 

soput 
(good son/daughter) 

s~j j~n 

(good person) 

sUk#rm 
(good deed) 

sUkUpatr0 
(good person) 

svade~ 

(native country) 

SVi)de~ 

(native country) 

anUlom 
(following) 

anUlom 
(following) 

Utkars 
(rise) 

Unnati 
(progress) 

khU~bu 
(good smell) 
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soh It 
(with interest) 

s~hlt 

(with interest) 

nirgllman 
(logical conclusion) 

pradan 
(giving) 

vimUkh 
(opposite) 

avroh~n 

(descent) 

nird~y 

(unkind) 

k~put 

(bad son/daughter) 

dUrjan 
(bad person) 

dUskarm 
(bad deed) 

kUpatr.9 
(bad person) 

pardes 
(foreign country) 

vide~ 

(foreign country) 

vi lorn 
(opposite) 

pratilom 
(opposite) 

dp~Qr~ 

(fall) 

avnati 
(regress) 

badbu 
(bad smell) 
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consonantal 
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high 

low 

back 

long 
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coronal 
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Hindi 

1. 8-

arrn 
' 

ok'imth .. . . 

~kdrn 

() kUnthit .. 

(;}krisn 

dketan 

6khadyd 

~ganya 

c))gadh 

acir 

dCetan 

e>tut . . 

APPENDIX - III 
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Gloss 

free from debt 

devoid of them without 
any hurdles 

without neck 

without subject 

without ear 

not blunt, not sharp, 

one which is not black 

one who is without house 

imperishable 

Q 

unetable 
1\ 

uncountable 

one whose depth can be 
measured 

not movable 

not old, new 

without consciousness 

not static 

that can not be moved 

not breakable 

one who does not step 
a 

ahed 
T\ 



a?rg 

d-~dr 

atdtp3r 

~tdpt 

atithi 

OltUl 

atript 

dthak 

"ad-agdh 

ad~mya 

odh-any;;l 

adhar 

Odharm 

adhir 

adhEry(} 

em yay() 

apag 

~pdc 

dP~~u 

dP~t:hit 

dpatnt 

~pdricit 

~mol 
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immovable 

not timid 

in-competent;not alert 

not hot 

not date (known) 

not weighable 

un-satisfied 

not-tired 

not-burnt 

undaunted 

not grateful 

that can not be held/caught 

not religious 

impatient 

impatient 

injustice 

limbless 

indigestion 

unskilled 

unread 

without wife 

unknown 

unknown 



i).poripurn 

2. -()n 

-cm-~njc;>n 

~n- c;mt 

c;m-(ms 

~n-k~ha 

an-gurh 

an-gin(;)t 

Q)n-gina 

Jn-cah 

C}Il-jana 

dn-jala 
_,, 

dn-cliila 

dn-j\m (a) 

dn-jani 

~n-jane 

a- nat 

an-dekha 

an-adhikar 
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unripe, immature 

ungratified 

not having organs 

one without kajal in 
the eye 

not-finite 

not having part/share 

. . \.).M to l.:::l. 
not-sa~d , 

unformed, not brought 
into shape impolished 

not countable 

not counted, numberless 

not-desired 

not born 

not burnt 

not pared (said of fruit) 

not known, unacquainted 

carelessness 

unkowningly 

not - bent 

not seen, undiscovered 

without right 



~n-~dhin 

-a.n-dhoya 

~n-ant 

'dn-a ny~ 

~n-mol 

C3-n-pdc 

~n-~pkari 

~-anvit 

an- parh 
\ 

~n-3pradh 

~n-vyaha 

an-bhigya 

an-mel 

o.n-r3s 

~n-drth 

an-drthak 

dn-layak 

C)n-s;m.;~jh 

"dn-sUna 
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not dependent 

not cleaYised 
"!'. ~ 

interminable, illimitable 

endless, infinite 

invaluable 

indigestion 

not-harmful 

not converrted ._, 

not-read 

guiltlessness 

not desired 

unmarried 

not-knowing 

not-used to, unaccustomed 

discordant, 
dissimilar 

absence of flavour 

misfortune 

useless, improper 

not little 

incapable, worthless 

..-' 

unwise 

unheard 



(ill-hit 

an-honi 

an-acar 

o.n-adar 

-an-adi 

-an-ayas 

~n-aryd 

'dn-avrt 

d-Il- iccha 

3. la-

lallaj 

lacar 

lap-ata 

lapdrvah 

lavdld 

lavarls 

4. vi-

vike~i 

vigandh 

vldh~rm 
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hostility 
unfriendliness 

something impossible 

improper conduct 

disrespect 

without beginning 

without difficulty 

not noble, not Arya 

not-covered 

absence of desire 

incurable 

helpless 

matchless 

disappeared, whose 
whereabout is not known 

careless 

issueless 

heirless 

hairless (lady) 

scentless 

other religion 

opposite party 



vimdl spotless 

vimoc~n untying 

vimudh sensele.ss 

vi rag absence of desire 

----r--\ 
' ' -· I '-.. 

• .J "-=---. ··- .. __,.- ~ 

vi lorn opposite, reverse, 
contrary 

viv3rn colourless 

viva~ helpless 

vivastrO> devoid of clothes 

visamta disproportion 
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5. be-

.. - -...,,. ~~ .. \ 
<. -- .r6~ ~ ~ _, -._.Z':~ 

beant 

be~kl 

beabru 

beizzdt 

be I man 

bek-arar 

begin~t 

bekh~f 

begUnah 

becEn 

bezdban 

bejan 

beqhai)ga 

betamiz 

bedard 

bedharm 

benazir 

be-parvah 
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Gloss 

indefinite, limitless 

lacking wisdom, 
unintelligent 
dishonoured, disgraced 

dishonour 

dishonest 

restless 

unlimited, numberless 

fearless 

innocent, not guilty 

restless 

without speaking power, 
dumb 

lifeless, dead 

unmannered clumsy 

illformed, out of shape 

unmannerly, rude 

insympathetic, 
cruel-hearted 

fearlessly 

irrelgious 

peerless, matchless 

unmindfull, reckless 



be-fayda 

befikr 

beb'ds 

beman 

bemur'dvvdt 

bemel 

beragg 

beraham 

be~(;)k 

be~drm 

besumar 

besab._b 

besamaJh 

be sahara 

behaya 

behisab 

beho~ 

7. nih, nis, ni~, nis, nir, ni 

nihkap~~ 

nihkaG:t:l 

nihkasan 
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profitless 

unworried 

helpless 

reluctant, unwilling 

impolite, cruel 

not matching 

colourless 

unemployed 

undoubtedly 

shameless 

numberless 

without a reason/ 
cause 

foolish 

unsupported 

shameless 

unlimited 

unconscious, senseless 

guilel~s 

groundless 

expulsion 



nihk_yep 

nihchol 

nihprQ)bh 

nihpray ojan 

nih~abdcSI 

nik~~stra 

nihs~gkoc 

nihs a qg 

nihs~ntan 

nihsandeh 

nihs<ms~y 

nihs6tv;;~ 

nihsar 

nihsim 

ni~pap 

nihspand 

nihsprih 

n!hsahay 

" nihs'\rth 

niskar 
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mortgage to be verified 

without wiles 

without lustre 

useless, of no avail 

noiseless, voiceless 

defenceless, meaponless 

without any hestitation 

separated, detached 

hairless, without child 

doubless(ly) 

beyond doubt 

rotten, dead, without 
essence 

powerless, worthless, 

boundless, limitless 

sinless 

motionless 

free from wish or desire 

helpless 

unselfish 

free from thorn/harm 

guileless 

not quivering 

rent free 



niskam 

nisp~ks& . . 

niv;m~ 

ni1rvastr 

ni¥.mkU~ 

nir~nta r 

ninpc:r adh 

nirbol 

nivbhimani 

nbmol 

. 
nl"2$0g 

nit~v 

nir~d 

nirv1.codh 
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spotless, unstained 

free from any wish, 
attachment 

in-active 

unbiassed, unprejudiced 

childless, issueless 

clothless 

unrestrained 

continuous 

having no share 

Illiterate 

guiltless, sinless 

with no strength 

prideless 

(restricte) priceless, 
invaluable 

insignificant, 
meaningless 

with no disease 

without sound 

toothless 

with no obstruction 

helpless 

unarmed, ·unequiped 

free trom pride 



nirc3.kar 

nirakUl 

nirador 

niradhar 

nir-amis 

ni~aldSYOI 

niravl.amb 

niras 

nirasray 

niyasvad 

niv-ahar 

nirindriyc9 

niYUttar 

ni r Utsah 

nirUpdyog 

nirUpay 

nirdp 

nit":ls~dh 

nig'dndh 

nirjan 

nrr,__ j~l 

nirjiv 

ni~d~yi 
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shapeless, formless 

unperturbed 

disregard 

without support 

not slothful 

supportless 

hopeless 

shelterless 

tasteless 

without food 

limbless 

unable to answer 

without occupation 

useless 

resource less 

formless 

without medicine 

without smell 

unpeopled, uninhabited 

without water 

lifeless 

heartless, remorseless 



nirdos 

nirdhdn 

nir~s 

nir~v 

nirdd 

8. na~ 

naittiphaki 

naimsaphi 

naUmmid 

nakabil 

nakhUs 

nagvar 

naciz 

najay~z 

natakdt 

nadan 

nabalig 

nam~njur 

namd((d 

namakul 

namalum 

namUnasib 
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guiltless 

penniless 

sapless 

noiseless 

disappearment 

injustice 

hopeless 

undeserving 

displeased 

unbearable 

worthless, of no 
importance 

unlawful, illegal 

feeble, weak 

·(to be seen) ignorant 

unacceptable 

immature 

unaccepted 
impotent, coward 

unfit, improper, unworthy 

unknown 

unfit, improper, unworthy 



namUnasib 

namUmkin 

na-raj 

nalayak 

nasamajh 

9. -rahit 

:lladnhit 

dhulrahit 

mUdr-arahit 

'3 
ka1-y:rahit 

1\ 

kaffirdhlt 

namqhit 

datnrdhlt 

dri~.t Irdhit 

9 
vlttrdhlt ... 

bhavrQ)hit 

10. gEr-
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unfit, improper, unworthy 

impossible 

unkind, unfavourable 

displeased, dissatisfied 

unfit, improper 

ignorant, not 
understanding stupid 

smokeless 

issueless 

senseless 

money less 

with no work 

with no sen 

nameless 

priceless 

lifeless 

visionless 

with no finance 

emotionless 



gE t m'drd 

gEfkanuni 

gEr-m'dnkula 

gEr_ mamuli 

gEr.mUmkin 

gEr~vajiv 

gEr- haj rr 

gEr-munasiv 

gEr-mUlk 
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paramour 

illegal 

immovable property 

strange, peculiar 

impossible 

unreasonable 

not present 

improper 
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